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Saanich school board 
decided Monday night to drop 
community use rates about 50 per 
cent following a public outcry 
over recent proposed steep in­
creases.
Services committee chairman 
Roy Hyndeman told the board 
that over a year ago the board 
adopted a new policy that school 
tax money should not go 
anywhere but to educational 
purposes.
The policy was in direct 
contrast to the old system where 
rates were based on a nominal 
cost.
When the board adopted the 
new policy many of the groups 
which used the schools in after­
school hours found the rates too 
steep.
“We have attempted a 
compromise,” said Hyndeman 
who added the committee 
reviewed the natter and has 
tabulated only those items of 
additional cost “which are clearly 
definable.”
In other words, community 
users will now be charged only 
administrative, custodial and 
heating costs.
The new rates approximately 
cut in half those originally 
proposed by the board.
A spokesman for one of the 
groups of community users who 
attended the meeting told the 
board; “We are actually quite 
pleased with the new rates — to 





Halting the French immersion 
program tomorrow would not 
provide any more resources for 
the regular school core program, 
Saanich school board chairman 
Dr. Gerry Kristianson told a 
group Monday night after the 
board was incsentcd with a brief 
from parents voicing concerns 
about French immersion.
A group spokesman asked 
Kristianson why ‘T'rench im- 
Coiitinucd on P»ge2
Representatives of the North 
Saanich group seeking a 
referendum on the $350,000 
Wain Road water main have been 
soliciting signatures door-to-door 
as well as through newspaper 
advertisements but at pre,ss time 
Tuesday spokesman John 
Lapham declined to give any 
information as to their progress.
He did indicate the group’s 
target was higher than the 
minimum 150 signatures required 
to force a referendum, but said 
that only about half the people 
soliciting support had turned in 
their lists. Until he had the 
complete total and the names had 
been checked, he said, he would 
not give any estiamte at all as to 
how the campaign was going.
One of the other members of 
the group had earlier told The
Defence Minister Gilles Lamontagne briefly inspected crew of HMCS Oriole prior to ac- 
compnaying ship from Sidney to Victoria Harbour Saturday. Tom Cronk Photo
By CRANIA LITWIN
Cut-backs of more than 60 
per cent in course offerings by 
Carnosun College have school 
district trustees hopping mad.
“I am very concerned,” said 
trustee Rubymay Parrott, “that 
Carnosun College feels it can 
draw back on courses when it has 
a mandate to serve all districts in 
the area.
“The college is getting total 
funding now from the provincial 
government and they seem to feel 
their position is supreme.”
Chairman Dr. Gerry 
Kristianson told Monday’s 
meeting Carnosun College has
“made a unilateral decision to 
greatly decrease adult programs 
in this district . . . I feel we are 
being greatly shortchanged.”
If the number of night school 
courses is to be cut by 60 percent 
then “perhaps we should pass a 
motion to re-enter the night 
school business,” he said,
Saanich school district recently 
increased community use rental 
rates in an effort to charge 
rcidistic cost recovery fees. These 
increases were cut to the bare 
bones at Monday night’s board 
mcctiitg (see story).
Parrott soundly criticized 
C"amt)sun for unilaterally
deciding courses could not be 
offered in the district “unless we 
were prepared to go back to our 
old fees,”
“It is totally unreasonable of 
Carnosun College to hayc ex­
pected no increase in rates,” she 
said.
Trustee l.ois Wash, the board’s 
litiison with the college, claimed; 
“We have changd the rules of the 
game and they have had to opt 
out.”
But Kristianson Itishcd out that 
the college decided not to run the 
cuiuscs - not the residents. 'Hie 
resitlents didn’t have a chance to
Conliniicd tm Pugt* B2
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Dr. Jim Hatter, former 
director of tlie provincial Fish 
and Wildlife Biiuich, has been 
retained by the new owners of 
Sidney Island to manage the 
wildlife populations on the 
island. Me retired from the 
government post two years ago.
At present he is doing an in­
ventory which will determine not 
only the approximate number of 
each species but the age and sex 
distribution of the popultuion.
With regard to the fallow deer, 
he has not yet reached any 
conclusion tis to total numbers, 
but has established that there are 
fat mute females tiuui maies, and 
that there are more of them than 
there should be.
Overpopulation is indicated by
the extent to which the deer have 
been eating various types of 
foliage. The sex rtitio has been 
determined by observation.
Hatter assumes the sexes are 
out of balance because hunters in 
the past have taken mainly bucks, 
which are twice as large as tire 
does. Tie has found no predtitors 
on the island hirger than mink, so 
human activity is the only check 
on the deer population,
1 lis aim is to use selective 
hunting to achieve a balanceil 
population in numbers corn, 
patiblc with the tree-farming 
prognun which is planned by the 
island's owners - • something tliat 
has been done tor many yeiirs in 
Fiirope.
Although the fallow deer are 
an introfluced species ihev are
considered wildlife, and are 
hunted under the same 
reguliitions asothei deer.
Since the island is private 
property hunters can be there 
oirly witli permission of the 
invncrs, Avho htivc decided tfuit 
aside from their own guests 
hunters will have to be guided. 
The guides will be Hatter and Iris 
son Bruce, They are licensed 
assistaitt guides working under 
.S.C, Buttiam, of Port Albcini, 
wlur Iras a guiding territory that 
inehnles Sidney Island.
This arrangement will inake it 
possible for Htitter to see the deer 
Irerd is culled according to plan, 
and also to prevent airy shooting 
trrwards arciis where there might 
he other people, stieh as the 
provincial p.ark on the north end
Review unofficially it had plenty 
of signatures. The lists have to be 
turned over to municipal officials 
by Thursday.
Mayor Eric Sherwood said 
Tuesday only eight names had 
been received at the municipal 
hall. The council had also 
received a letter from resident 
Gray Campbell asking that his 
signature be stricken from the list 
when received.
“Before learning all the facts I 
was approached by one alderman 
and one ex-alderman who I 
thought were representing the 
best interest of the community,” 
his letter stated.
The mayor referred the letter 
to a meeting of the utilities 
committee scheduled for Tuesday 
night.
The professionals tee off 
Sept. 3, in the $50,000 Victoria 
Open at Glen Meadows, but 
Sept. 1 and 2 belong to the 
amateurs.
Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. Dan 
Halldorson,' the €Hmli,' Manitoba 
golfer ;whb is top/ Canadian on 
the U^Sr pro golf tour; will give 
a free clinic, derrionstrating how 
various shots should be made, 
and not made. Halldorson earned 
more than $100,000 last year, and 
won the Pensacola Open. This 
year he is ahead of last year’s 
pace.
The clinic is sponsored by the 
Metric Commission of Canada, 
and includes an opportunity for 
amateurs to challenge the pro in a 
mcfric driving contest.
Halldorson will hit three balls 
off the tee with a driver and three 
with a four-iron. The men can 
then attempt to beat Halldor- 
son’s distatice with the driver, 
while the women only have to 
exceed his four-iron distance. 
The course will be marked for the 
occasion in metres in,stead of 
ytuxls.
Those who outdrive the pro — 
and there are always some who 
manage it — will receive a plaque 
commemorating the feat.
On Wednesday Labatl's Pro- 
Am will be held, in which 100 
amaietirs can take part.
fl&Sr mtt
SIW pme
The North and South 
Saanich Agricultural 
Society is offering a $100 
prize for the design of a flag 
for its organization.
S flAr'ybneMcan^enter, they: 
don’t heed to be a member, 
says Ma
organizer oT this year’s 
Saanichton Fall Fair to be 
held Sept. 5, 6 and 7.
The flag should be not 
less than 18 inches high and 
36 inches wide and Atkins 
offers a couple of tips to 
would-be designers—- a lot 
of lettering wouldn’t show 
up when the flat is atop a 
pole, he says, and suggests 
“farming colors” such as 
green, brown and gold, 
would be appropriate.
But people should do 
their own thing, he adds. 
Flag designs should be 
taken to the office at the 
fairgrounds cither before or 
at the start of the fair.
The best ones will be 
displayed and the winner 
will be announced before 
the close of the fair Monday 
(Sept. 7).
of t lie i si ami.
There arc hlacklail deer on the 
island as well as I'allow deer, all 
believed lo be descended from 
five deer ihai were relased ihcrc 
in the lyhOs,
The fallow deer were in­
troduced to Jtimes Island in 1895 
iiiui are believed to have reached 
Sidney Ishmd by swimming, 
ttlthoiigli Hatter has not been 
aide tti learn ol anyone who has 
seen a deer swimming between 
tlie islands, or of any being seen 
on the mrdnlnnd opposite lames 
Island.
Overpopulation on James 
Island hits caused die-offs from ,, 
time to lime, but the fallow deer'' 
apparently did not reach Sidney 
Island until the I960',, he says, 
(’(jtillnued on Pages
Dr, Jim HaUer examines high suUil bush compkiely stripped 
of leaves and sword fern cropped off short, part of evidence 
that fallow deer population on Sidney Island Is too great for 
food supply.




New building for police
i^LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
^ LOCAL BILLING
lit DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY 
lit BURNER SERVICE 








Monday to Thursday 
$2 Discount Special!
Sidney council Monday night 
approved purchase of a portable 
office building for Sidney RC- 
MP. The portable — to be 
purchased from Saanich school 
district — will be located next to 
the new courthouse at the back of 
Sidney town halt in a currently 
undeveloped space.
Aid. Ross Martin said the 
RCMP had been under space 
constraints for some time and has 
recently added two constables to 
the local force. Space was needed 
for interview rooms and other 
functions.
Ross said previously he’d 
always thought council should 
“hold tight’’ because further 
down the road North Saanch 
council w'ould likely be building a 
new police facility “but space 
constraint is such that we can’t 
wait for that to transpire.’’
A negotiated price not to
exceed $12,500 will include 
moving and water, sewer and 
electrical hookup costs.
In other council news:
•Sidney residents who would 
like to make some money 
providing bed and breakfast for 
visitors may do so — but they 
would be well advised to register 
first with the Greater Victoria 
Visitors Information Centre.
Monday night Sidney council 
made no move to accept 
responsibility for judging 
whether accommodation is legal 
under existing regulations — a 
suggestion made by the GVVIC 
in a July 27 letter.
The centre did not wish to 
become involved in judging 
accommodation and it was felt 
judgement was up to local 
municipalities, the centre’s 
president Gordon Card wrote.
But council took no action.
Mayor Norma Sealey said she felt 
B.C. should move to a provincial 
system of registration and that 
standards should be on a 
province-wide basis.
Aid. Ben Ethier thought local 
people should have some 
direction. What if someone is 
watching us now and wants to 
know what to do? he queried 
council.
Martin suggested people get in 
touch with the GVVIC.
•The owner of premises at 
10019 - 3rd Street, Sidney has just 
90 days in which to clean up the 
site of his property, Sidney 
council has decided.
Council received a letter from 
four residents complaining the 
premises were a serious health
hazard, with open sewage and 
rats. The buildings have been 
vacant for two years, are partially 
torn down and constitute a fire 
hazard, council was told. ■
The residents felt the owners 
should be compelled to “tear 
down the buildings and clean up 
the lot’’.
A motion by Martin that the 
owners be given 90 days to clean 
up the site carried. Martin said 
he’d discussed the matter with the 
building inspector. The buildings 
were derelict and the owners had 
tried to renovate but without 
success, he explained. They have 
since sought professional advice 
which has recommended 










Steamex has been proven to do a superior cleaning job over carpet 
cleaning machines of our major competitors. Our 6 jets get the dirt other 
machines can’t reach. Clean your carpets and upholstery the eazy, 
money-saving Steamex way. Hourly, Daily, Weekend Rates — And’it's as 




1 HOUR DRIVE-IN CLEANERS
PROFESSIONAL ORYCLEANING & LAUNDRY SERVICE 
1 WEEK ON SUEDE & LEATHER CLEANING 
',.^^SREqALIZINGIN,JAILORING.DRESSmKING
'B?'V; i^epairsKalteration^etc.








Ik ■ 7120 W. Sacnisti ResO 
In Tlw Brent«o«8 VlSjiea Sqesn
ijHI.
■ WE OFFER w; GOOD HOUSCKEEPlNG'a
CONDITIONAL WARRANTY■ FOR YOUR FROTECTION
- NEW ARRIVALS-
LADIES DRESS BOOTS 
FOR THE FALL ...
SHOP IMLY FOR BEST SELECTION!
A Sidney woman 
is offering a reward 
for information 
leading to recovery of 
a large sum of money 
which she lost when 
her purse was stolen 
Monday night at 
Woolco parking lot.
Mrs. Priscilla 
Foster, Em arc! 
Terrace, had her 
husband’s pay 
cheque, an insurance 
cheque, keys, credit 
cards and personal 
items in her leather 
pursei Information to 
Mrs. Foster at 656- 
3310.
Continued from Page 1
mersion teachers could not be 
made into itinerant teachers’’ -so 
that instruction in the language 
could be provided to all students 
as early as grade four level.
“The answer to that is purely 
and simply a financial question. 
The money that we have' for 
French immersion,” said 
Kristianson, “comes from a 







Continued from Page 1
register for courses even if they 
would have been msore costly.
Fie pointed out many locals 
might prefer to pay more for 
courses offered in the community 
than drive all the way to town 
^ and;pay higher gas bills.
Trustee Walsh told the board 
she would “endeavour to arrange 
a meeting.’’ -
and a separate and distinct grant.
“We may follow that alter­
native in the future of hiring 
more itinerant teachers to teach 
the core program but to do that 
we will apply for a separate 
support grant from the federal 
government.’’
The parent said those attending 
the meeting feel their children 
“need to learn French’’ and 
.should have the “choice to learn 
French’’ without having to enter 
a separate system.
In .other business relating to 
French immersion the board 
passed a motion that all, kin­
dergarten children “living more 
than two miles by travelled road 
or walk area from the school in 
which they are enrolled’’ may 
apply - for a transportation 
allowance in lieu of bus tran­
sportation.
Trustees Lois Walsh and 
Esther Galbraith voted agaifist 
the motion, arguing that sending 
. children to French immersion -is-a 
choice made ; by parents and 
busing costs should not be born 
by the taxpayers. ,
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Sf AFOODS STEAK 
OPEN OAIIY FOR 
LUNCH t DINNER 
ICIoiodTuot. I
2558 lievan Ave,, 
Sidney














TiiosdaY thru Saturday 
11:30 a.m. • 7:30 p.m.
9807 - 4th St.. Sidney 
656-6722 ^^keoui
Manning Press
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SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
GARDEN CLUB
PLACE: SAMSGHA HALL. 2243 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
‘Bayslpre
t......................FAMILY RESTAURANT OPEN DAILY 11 A M,(w
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINf IN OR TAKE our
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656-5331
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Sea Breeze Cafe
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Pat Hogan Grant Cornwell
3858743 656-7714
OFFICIAL OPENING; 2:30 p.rn AUGUST 29th. 1981 by 
Mr'i Henry Beii-lrving. vale o( the lieutenant
l.y''a) y".;! ii-.y> .
ADMISSION: $1,00 (Children under T? accompanied by 




board received a brief 
Monday night from 
Marilyn Loveless, 
5825 West Saanich 
Road, in which the 
situation of declining 
enrolment at 
Durrance School was 
discussed.
« M 1 111 . , .Vf'F l-Mjtl'it-,
c -.'..i Li" !' ,)■ 1/,' .11 i It G)' "il.T!-
'f.i'.'SV
PHONE ENTRIES AND FOR INFORMATION TO;
656-0049 or 656-9116
Before 10:00 p.m, Tlmrsday, August 27tli
Mrs. I. o V e 1 c s s 
blamed a number of 
factors on the 
“enrolment crisis’’ 
including a poor 
leaching repiilaiion 
which is out of date 
and inaccurate and 
‘ ‘ adm i ni St rat i ve 
hoarding’ ’ where 
principals in neigh­
bouring districts turn 
a blind eye to suidenis 
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3470 (lAnoon Avd, fi5e-iai3
,\UI)M()Ui: (iOI.r COUIlSi:, wo Anliutirf Dr. und 
West Siuinicli Umul, Hlilney
A Civy, 9'luilcr. ideni fur liunilie;., bciiuiiliil scenery, 
chibs and can renials, picnic and baibe(|uc facilities, 
swinnninn licach nearby. IMinni* 6S6-4Yi2l.









(fom !) p.m. CHARIJROILED STEAKS
' Y (Cloied TueKfoyi) IN mt
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(>,1 ^,yi:n Oiih 3371 Hvatpii Av«.
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Mwi lo f II 0 pm
Sim-liiy 11 ,im 0 (.m
656-4115
mtt BEACON AVE.
SIDNItV rUAVI.LDIXJE, 22H0 Heneoti Ave., 
Sidney. (i56«l l7Yi.
In Tlic C.ib.uct cvciy ITid.»> and Sainrday niglii, 
p,ni, to 7;tM1 a.m., Rock tSi Roll A Country 
Music.
I.iu* eiiieriainincni in ihu l.otinge H p.in, to inid-
nighi.
THE MARINEUS* MUSEUM,-- A must to see 
when in Sidney —■ an Onistaiiding Moriiitne and 
Namical Collprtion — locnir-d nevt lo iht* Cliyiper 
Inn, 2.554 Ikwan. IMione 656-6633,
Hours! Dally 10 n.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays 1 to 4 p.in, 
Closed Tuesday and Wednesilny,
I
Mrs. Loveless said 
Durrance should be 
“a jewel in the crown 
of the peninsula 
educaiional system’’ 
and suggested a 
number of methods to 
improve the school’s 
image.
Board chairman 
Dr. Gerry Kristianson 
I hanked the parent for 
her brief and its 
‘ ‘ |v o s i i i V c tone,” 
adding that the 
situation is high on 
the board’s agenda,
“Wc don’t like the 
situation any more 
than you do.”
The school 
currcMily has an 
enrolment of 61 
suulcnts which falls 
I'ai short of i\ possible 
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Deer hunting Floodingstudy
Continued from Page 1 
The Island has neither natural 
lakes nor streams, so he doubts 
any number of deer could have 
survived there until artificial 
reservoirs were established.
The blacktail deer have not 
done well and are stunted, but the 
fallow deer thrive. He has 
counted as man as 250 on the 
cleared acreage near the centre of 
the island at one time, and pilots 
using the airstrip have to buzz it 
before landing to make sure the 
deer are cleared off the runway. - 
He thinks there may have been 
a more rapid increase among 
fallow deer since domestic sheep 
were removed from the island 
two years ago, as the two species 
would have been somewhat 
competitive and he estimates 
there are now roughtly twice as 
inany as there should be “for 
their own good.’’
The blacktails should do better 
once tree cutting begins, he says. 
For one thing they will be able to 
browse off the tops of trees felled 
during the winter when feed is 
hard to come by.
Ultimately the deer herd will be
regulated not to any predeter­
mined number, but according to 
the pressure it is putting on 
various sorts of vegetation. This 
does not mean it will be reduced 
until the deer do not eat any of 
the seedlings planted during 
reforestation.
Hatter says he would not have 
taken the job if he had not been 
convinced that the owners were 
genuinely interested in preserving 
wildlife as well as in growing 
trees, and that where the "deer 
tend to congregate it w'ill 
probably be necessary to provide 
protection for individual 
seedlings, as fencing the deer out 
of whole areas is not practical.
There are also peacocks, wild 
turkeys and a few pheasants on 
the island, all of which require 
winter feeding. Attempts to 
establish blue and ruffed grouse 
in the past have not succeeded. 
Hatter is particularly interested in 
helping the wild turkeys, but is 
“not keen on’’ the peacocks.
There used to be a lot of wild 
goats. Attempts were made to 
eliminate them because they did a 
lot of damage, but some remain.
set
hour bus
B r e n t w o o d 
residents in Central 
Saanich will now be 
able to commute to 
and from their jobs in 
downtown Victoria on 
the 74 West Saanich 
bus.
The addition of 
rush hour service to 
the bus route is.one of 
a number of changes 
in the hew Capital 
Region Transit 
System.- schedule 
which takes effect 
Friday.
Previously, the 74 
West Saanich 
operated only two
trips during mid-day. 
As of Friday, there 
will be one trip a day 
in each direction 
during the rush hours. 
It will leave Brent­
wood at 7:42 a.m., 
Monday - Friday, 
travelling via West 
Saanich Road into, 
town, and arrive 
downtown at 8:15 
a.m. The return trip 
leaves downtown at 
4:32 p.m. and arrives 




Pen i ns u 1 a transit
patrons:
“All 75 Central 
Saanich buses now 
will operate through 
Royal Oak shopping 
centre which the route 
previously bypassed. 
The route now goes 
via Royal Oak Drive, 
Elk Lake Drive, West 
Saanich Road, 
Glanford, Vanalman 
and the Pat Bay High­
way in both direc­
tions.
•There is also an 
extra evening rush 
hour departure from 
downtown on the 75 
Centra! Saanich.
North Saanich 
council Monday voted 
tohire the engineering 
firm of Willis, 
Cunliffe, Tait and Co. 
to do a study of the 
groundwater situation 
in the McTavish 
Road-Canora Road 
area at a cost of 
$2,200.
It was the lowest of 
several bids received 
for looking into the 
problem of water 
seeping up through 
the ground in the area 
where Sidney used to 
operate wells to 
supply the town water 
system. Council 
agreed the study 




received a letter from 
a lawyer representing . 
the owner of one of 
the affected propeties 
and the matter is 




received a letter from 
the Capital Regional 
District rejecting any 
responsibility for the 
problem.
“That the Com­
mission notify the 
District of North 
Saanich that it is the 
Commission’s un­
derstanding that the 
flooding of land in the 
Canora Road area is 
not a Regional 
District supply 
problem, and, fur­
ther, that ' the 
Commission does not 
accept responsibility 
; in any way, shape or 
form for the current 
situation:”
L
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BOLOGNA, MOCK CHICKEN, 
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Small price
Lsitsi report on a North Saanich 
group’s effort to force a halt tO' the 
pTopos.ed V,'ain Road 'Aater main project 
at a COS! of 5350,0'X), N rhat a docr-to- 
door solicitation has been undenaken to 
secure suffident signatures for a 
referendum,
V« e hope betore people put their 
nSfciTics lO rorni riGcics'inii ■ ^
referendum be held that they first obtain 
all the information possible, and they 
can do this by phoning and talking tC" 
their aldermen and mavor.
TOE TID E G UI D E 
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We belie'.'e S6 a ve::<:u. is cries to
pay lor sater firs-nghting capabi 
and a beiier supply
IfiS
of water. We hGoe 
ters think so^ too:.
r
■ 8"'.:. : t*-"!, fy:- 
■
■■ P'--:. 81ti
.;■ n■■■ 'K .
Fear groimdless
What is it about the .school district’s 
French immersion program that raises 
some people’s dander?
It would be simple to wTiie off the 
protesters as spoilsports, grouches — or 
worse — but perhaps the real answer lies 
in the current natural preoccupation and 
vrorry most of us have these days with 
rising costs and a resentment with 
ansahing not deemed essential. As w^el], 
there seems to be a fear — groundless, 
wo believe — that the French program 
; will soraehov/ harm the regular English 
core prpgrains in our schools.
;W have more faith in the integrity pF ; 
four trustees than to believe they would 
introduce : French immersion; at the 
yexpense of: bther basic programs. That 
would mean they would be 
discriminating against the majority of 
the children in the school district .
Possibly taxpayers need to be 
reassured the French program isn’t 
costing them an arm and a leg and kept 
in touch w'ith events which might change 




1 Cc OcrSier icicnc \ is-icr in'ormii:-; 
■lem'iC;: 10 iO. '-'Ui'ors -o 'cui ic.cy can lUriv
revcTice imo- ihe rcccomy of ihe -emi'e 




A survey cGncactsc cy rrus cemre s 
years ago lnaice.iz4 approximareh' s per ccni
a-ssoesaiee m some v.ay, ’Mih she. touriss 
indusiry reside in the Nersh Saanich/Sicney 
area. It' jo!Igv»s, ihereiore, ihai much of 
incir incoTHc js sn !!ii0risy,wruC''h in I'lirn
produces local ta.x dollars.
I .am certain you will.accepifhe fact shat 
regional, tourist, dollars ..mean.: benefus to- 
ev'eryone, and tnat any increaLse iH 'local 
iourismy.vili ’oenen.t that, particular lo-'cation.
In :]980,ythere were>7,58,iXX>:vehic:e5 and 
2,4.37,,C100/,'per5o;ns , .off-ioaded .. 'frorrr B:C.
;■ Ferry' v'essels'.at rSsvaria Bay: ierrmnal hesdmg. 
tdirecilyy- .to rVicioria,' on,, ;Highw'ay,il7::;.with 
_ nothing'io stop theTn,.slo'.v.rhe.rri down, .or let 
..t.hem '.know- there:, was; a .^beautiful , town ..of 
Sidney, closer :.by,7 except .for an, iniermiuent 
:aop light at Beacon Avenue.
Jusi imagine.the poientia! revenue,if,.only 
. 10 per, cent, of these'Vicioria-bound visiiprs 
could be re-directed into Sidney.
h stands .'to,. reason'..that’he Greater 
Victoria Visitor Informatin Centre’s efforts 
to establish a first class information centre 
on Highway !7 v,iH be more of an advantage 
to Sidney than to do-wniown Victoria.
Visitors will have ample opportunity to 
turn otf the highv-ay, obtain.informaiion on
ByMARYKIERANS
One bottle of whisky a day was Gordon 
Gibson’s regular intake over a 40-year period 
of hard work along Vancouver Island’s west 
coast. One day he decided to stop and im­
mediately did so, becoming an instant 
teetotaller. He was tied also to the tobacco 
habit, at the rate of 20 cigars a day. When he 
decided to stop -irnoking, he took the same 
drastic action, with no tapering-off com­
promise.
I hese t'.vo incidents in his life are dues to 
the nature of the man. AVhen he decided to 
do something, vshether it was building a 
lumbenng ernpire, or getting elected to 
ll.C.’s legislature in opixiisition to Social
fibVKARS AGO
From the A»k, 25.1921, Issue of The Review
Sidney is to Itasc a motor service siaiion. 
This will be vselcorne news to rnany of the 
motorists in this district. Messrs. F, Hobson 
and 1;, Goddard are at the liead of the new 
indUstiy. The building, opposite the post 
otfice on Beacon ,Avenue, will be altered so 
iluit car^ may go into the building and there 
receive the necessary attention. ,A telephone 
will be installed as soon as (xtssible.
Credit, he wa.s a hard man to deflect from his 
purpose.
As an autobiography of a successful man. 
Bull of the Woods, The Cordon Gibson 
Story by Gordon Gibson and Caro! Renison, 
i.s refreshingly different because Gib.son does 
not try to gloss over his faults und errors, 
while taking a natural pride in his 
achievements.
He candidly e.xplains that the rea.son he 
left schfX)! at 14 and went ’o v,otI: >n 'he 
lumber camps is that his teachers agreed he 
was hopelessly stupid.
From that start, he went on to butld a huge 
logging operation, own a fleet of ship,., be 
bankrupted by fire, rebuild his umtxT,
Gercip'S :.-e reO'Cie of Sidney are not 
are :';o :ne Sf'.CO'} toe Greater ^I'Ctorra 
''':.so.or irttormattort .Centre ha5 alreadv
c.ar:aticni, no: to irtentten the hun-dred.s of 
■ftousanos tn highway department site
ourely. oteney 'C'ouncii would rea.iizc ihzi
'its own future economy.
MeanwA^e. the betiding his an an empty 
tot atSiehy's Cross Road school, wajiing for
i.fjm.i'iO Tn,0''^*’c H aO Sid'S.
,i sagaesi :,h.2i if the Sidney Review.reaiiv 
wants tO' :continue prom,ot!ng the. Sid­
ney tNonh Saanich area as, a,pleasant place 
tOi'Z leasurely 'Visn or vacation, thei: it could 




Greater Victoria V isitors 
Information Centre
Headline 'questionable'
: ,'.' Re;,.y our July 22 edition,', and an a,rticle 
feauec “Chevron, admits error,'‘c ■
: y :Sfnce: ,T ; w'as : personally, .at. the North : 
'Saanich,''/coup.ci!-:'meet ing: ■ whs en’' ' ou r 
preseniauon ^was made,/. I.".consider .this 
headline and the', story,r .that follows quite 
:'que5iio,nabie and irresponsible::’ reponing.
. For..example, nowhere ,i,n the;'body .of .-the 
story is a.ny reference made to the„:“e.«Tor’''' 
referred to in the headline. ;
In fact wnat Mr. Haslam said, was that it 
was an “error tn Judgement” on hi,s part not 
' to- have appeared before the North Saanich 
drstrici. council earlier .and Tor that he
Continued on Pages
fishing and shipping interests, hobnob with 
European royalty, and sail his own luxury
yarhi.
Give high marks to Carol Renison as co­
author. She has let Gibson tell his own story, 
in his: oxn words. The protagonist of an 
exening true story is front and centre in the 
.i'.d ine A,ill of trie ghost ssriier iies in 
•he way rite has effaced herself while using 
good judgement in organizing her material 
Uj M.'cp me Hory movmg at a brisk pace. .-V, 
very g'S'tod read. ■ ■
Bull of the H'otids i*> available from either 
ti'.i; Sid'tw'y-N\.!rth Saanich or Brentwood 
, b'ran'vft of iftc re,eionai Iibrarv.
In the local px:)licc court, before .Mr. J. 
Critchley, .11^, last Friday, Sing L,ec pleaded 
io the charge of smoking opium and wias 
assessed the sum of S25. Provincial Con­
stable Agassi/ made tfie arrest on Friday and 
the man was tried the same day. 
SOYFAU.SAGO ;
From Ihe ,-V.ug. 27, 192!,. Issue of The Review 
One of the outsiaiiding features of the 
North and South Saanicfi Agricultural l-air is 
the Hiphltind events program, GoKi medaU 
have been donated by .Mr, Rotwri Brydert, 
Saanichton and Mr, Gordon Douglas,
riUit'iC ,;.SiiunicI'iion. .A 1 |)cvlai pn/c lui' 
again been specially donated b\’ the Saanich 
Pioneer .So'ciety to the winning set in an 
Gldiime Canadian Ouadrille,
40 YEARS AGO
From the Aug. 27, 1941, issue of The Hevitm
A recei'.in,g depot has been established m 
North Saanich by the Salvage Corp.s. of B.C. 
In .Miss Meikle’s garage, Deep Cove, and 
efforts are being put forth by Mrs, Newton, 
King’s Road, to have one established for 
Sidney and district, Paper or magazines are 
requested in small bundles tied both ways 
and the public is reminded that old stoves.
unlf s:s cast iron, are of no vaiuc.
.20 YEARS AGO ,
Frtim Ihe .Aug. 29, 1951, issue of The Review
North Saanich farmers are up in arms at 
the impnrifitirsn f'f ynMni* from tio"
provincial game park at Beaver I.ake, 
Duiing this time of tire year the young birds
wji'icii nave Oven m sanctuary are,distributed 
anuji’i;' '.he wocxled districts of the province 
so order to maintain the pheasant 
popuiation, Many farnver.s are more in- 
icre'ted in their vrop^ than in the incidence 
os v'itme hud'',,
2() VF.AHS Ar;o
From the Atm. 3U, 1961, issue of The Review
lir.entv,of'.d is destined,to become one of 
site bnyh! -pots of southern Vancouver 
i'.laiid. kcsidents of Brentwood area en- 
ihuiiavtically suported the recent jxnition for 
street Isg'tuirig and installation will proceed 
tofshwiih,
10 YE ARS AGO
From the Auu. 25. 1971, Kmu* of The Review
A contract for painting the town hall was 
a-varJed to J. j'ishcr wfiu submitted the 
uimici ,.u at.295. Council was in-. 
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Rev Ivan Futler 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday to Fnoay
OUR UOY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road
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The following — listed in the form 
of questions or statements — was 
presented in a brief to Saanich school 
board Monday and voices some 
concerns a group of peninsula 
residents have about the expansion of 
French immersion in the school
district. We have been asked by the 
group to publicize the brief and in the 
article below school board chairman 
Gerry Kristianson tries to answer 
those concerns parents and taxpayers 
may have regarding the program.
Q. (1) The general public does 
not seem to be aware that it is not 
compulsory for a school district 
to olTcr French immersion classes 
— School District 63 im­
plemented the program solely by 
choice of school board trustees. ,
A. (1) While French im­
mersion is not compulsory, 
provision of education in French 
is compulsory if enough Fran­
cophones request it, which might 
happen if French immersion were 
not available. Also, students 
from Saanich district used to take 
French immersion in Victoria 
until classes there became so large 
Victoria would not take outside 
students. This is not to deny that 
the school board offers the 
program by choice.
Q.(2) Upon implementing the 
French immersion program the 
board committed this district to a 
major new program — at 
unknown costs.
,A.(2) All new programs have 
unknown costs, but in com- 
parision with the total cost of 
operating the schools this progam 
is not “major”.
Q.(3) For the start-up year 
only, the program is funded 50 
per cent by this school district 
and 50 per cent by a federal grant 
(also taxpayer’s money). The 
continuation of the federal grant 
is not a certainty at any time. If 
the grant does discontinue, board 
members have stated their wish to 
continue the French immersion . 
program with all funding to be 
provided by this district.
A.(3) Agreed, : the federal 
government pays half the cost for 
the “lead year” of the program. 
That is, it paid for setting up 
kindergarten the first year, for 
grade one the second year, and so 
on. Presumably it will continue 
to do so until six years of the 
program arc operating but of 
course there could be a change in 
federal policy. Only if that 
happened would the board have 
to decide whether to carry on at 
local expense.
Q.(4) After the start-up year 
all costs are covered by this 
district (teachers, aides, supplies, 
etc.). According to Russ Cowing, 
the district's French language co­
ordinator, there are support 
grant funds tlitii French im­
mersion students inay “dip in­
to”. District superintendent of 
schools, Claude Campbell, 
however, stateti this support 
grant is solely for use of the 
e.sisting second language core 
jjiogi.'iin fu! giadc:. H 12, What 
do these students lose to ilte 
French immersion stuilents?
A. (4) riicie are three kiiitls of 
fetleral gitints: for French im­
mersion: lor the second langmige 
erne inogram, and “support 
gittnls” Avhich can be requcstetl 
I'or sg'ccific inai'ioses for any 
French program, A grant oh- 
tainerl for the erne program could 
nut l.)c used foi immersion, but 
there is no retison giants could 
not be sought foi each,
Q. (5) .A secoiid program, 
especially one such as Ffcnch 
immersion wliieh must be 
oiicrated on a se|rar;He basis, 
tloes create more exjumses and 
thus diaws tax dollars ttwtiy from 
existing luogrtuns. Wdicn you 
ttike chiltircn from 14 elementaiy 
schools and combine them into 
one group, the need arises for 
moie teachers, more clttssrooms 
and mote ctpiipment.
120 I'lcnch immersion simlents 
will reriuiic 7 leiicheis, 8 
clttssrooms (1 ieticher to tiavel, 
liciwccn the luilfdtiy kin- 
dcigaiicn ill Deep Cuve and the 
ha If" day kinder gallon at 
Durrance) tmd a supply of extra 
equipment (p'a'lKipi an unlimii''d 
supply when you coiisidei the 
furnisliing of two lialf-dtiy
kindergartens when one room 
could have been used for both a 
morning and an afternoon class).
Put back into the regular 
prograni, these children would fit 
into the already established 
rooms with teachers. possible 
exception would be Keating 
elementary which might require 
two teachers and Saanichton 
elementary which might require 
one teacher.
Flow can the board justify its 
statement that the French im­
mersion program is not costing us 
more lo educate these HO 
students? Would we not be 
saving the cost of teachers, 
classrooms and a large quantity 
of supplies and equipment if the 
French immersion program did 
not exist?
A. (5)1 n response ' to this 
submission school board staff 
have been asked to determine 
what the situation would be if 
children taking French im­
mersion were returned to their 
local schools. This might require , 
less rooms and teachers at this 
time, or it might require more, 
and this could change as school 
populations change.
Equipment costs are offset by 
the federal grants, and some 
equipment purchased with 
federal money is used for regular 
classes as w'ell as French classes.
Q. (6) French immersion and ■
; the grad^ 1, 6 and 75''ysecond T 
language'core programs are both ":
funded from the special inojects 
grant. Last year, svhen the F'Tcnch 
immersion program started, the 
grade 4 program (which would 
have benefited some 400 
students) did not go into effect. 
Fhe boiu d has stated this was due 
to lack of an evaluation re|:iort, 
t. ould the boaid please exirlain 
why some progiiims need- tin 
evaliuition ie|iori liefore they can 
continue yet the Fieitcli im­
mersion ,iirogitun retiuircs no 
such e\aluaiion before e.\|iatisiun
.....
to hold back on the grade 4 core 
program until results of the 
evaluatioit w'cre known had 
nothing to do with French im­
mersion, which is funded from a 
different grant. If the federal 
government decides French 
immersion should be evaluated 
that will be done. Nothing is “at 
the expense of the English 
program,” and as to French 
immersion failing in some areas, 
“I don’t know what they are 
talking about.”
Q. (7) When wc requested 
information concerning the 
expansion of the French im­
mersion program, we received a 
copy of the brief prepared by the 
executive of the Saanich Parents 
for French in which their wishes 
were clearly stated. It appears 
that the trustees are attempting to 
follow these wishes very closely.
A, (7) People requesting 
information about the French 
immersion program were given 
all the information available, 
including the brief of the Saanich 
Parents for French. The board is 
indeed trying to meet the wishes 
of those parents, just as it does 
those of parents wishing other 
special programs, as far as it can.
Q. (8) In their desire to “not
School ' district 
French immersion co­
ordinator Russ Cow­
ing can list many rea­
sons for his belief that 
the French program is 
advantageous to stu­
dents — but the one 
that excites him most? 
It's exclusively a Can­
adian phenomenon, 
one that has "spread 
like a bush fire right 
across Canada," he 
says.
"In the past, most 
of our country's edu­
cation philosophy has 
come from the south, 
with California setting 
the trend,
"Hut this is ours, 
this is Canadian!"
hi the past three elec­
tions, school board 
chairman Gerry Hrisl- 
ianson says, "French 
iintnersion has been 
made a major issue 




(despite the fact that the Ftciich 
imiiieisiim ludi'imti liiis lailed in 
srmic iueas). Does this not seem 
to promote the public assumption 
that only Fieiich immeisioii is 
beilig viidiiised by llic li(j,Jid ■ at 
the ex|)euse of the Euglisli 
proiimm!
A. (A) Th'* (V'd':T;il ipF'eruuiCiit
iciiuiied evaluation of the coie 
program, and the board decision
Youngsters busy at work in Keating school French immersion class. [Photo taken March 
this year].
inconvenience” the Parents for 
French the board has made 
classroom space and tran­
sportation costs readily available. 
The French immerson program 
has been in operation for one 
year, yet already the initial 
agreements are being altered.
Q. (9) The board has made a 
decisin to expand the French 
immersion program into two 
more schools this September — 
for a total of three schools for 
this district’s 6,000 students (in 
comparison to Victoria’s three 
schools for their 23,000 
students). Would it not be more 
advisable to hold off on any 
expansion for the French im­
mersion program until some sort 
of a plan has been formulated for 
this program?
A. (8 & 9) In Victoria school 
district pupils were displaced 
from their local schools which 
were given over entirely to the 
French immersion program. 
Saanich board did not favor this
afipioach and instead adopted a 
policy that no special program 
could occupy more than half of 
any school. This year French 
immersion w'ould have taken 
more than half of Keating school, 
so decentralization was 
automatic, and according to 
plan. The program is not being 
expanded, but as it moves up 
through the grades more space is 
needed.
Q. (lO) Consideration was 
being given to starting a French 
immersion kindergarten at 
Saanichton. The board was 
willing to use the school’s music 
room for this purpose. Would 
this not have jeopardized the 
music program for Saanichton 
students?
Q. (II) A decision was made 
to install a French immersion 
kindergarten at Brentw-ood 
elementary — a choice which 
would have displaced 12 children 
in a special class and cut down on 
the space for the native learning
asistani. After some parent 
objection this decision was later 
changed. The board’s reason for 
the change — the classroom 
space was not adequate for the 
French immersion kindergarten.
Q. (12) Next, a decision was 
made to install a French im­
mersion kindergarten, in a 
portable, at Durrance school. 
This appears to be the line of 
least resi.stance for the board and, 
once again, the Parents for 
French are saved the in­
convenience of having to tran­
sport their children to Deep Cove 
(which would have utilized that 
kindergarten room for a full 
day). Durrance school has been 
an issue for board discussion at 
numerous times and one can only 
hope that the board will now 
inform us of the plans which lay 
in store for the students and their 
parents — at both Durrance and 
Brentwood schools.
A. (10, 11 & 12) The board 
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PUT THE CLOVERDALE BRAND ON YOUR HOME
mm - Sth street, Sidney
























my 14 • 100% Wholewheat,
* Butter & Egg or * Homestyle 
Sliced 24 oz. (680 g) Loaf.'....
TYn Orange
Flavoured ■
Packages of 4-92 g Pouches.
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1 kg box.
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You could win the exciting new 
Getaway Car1982 Ford EXP
SAVE
$i: 20 Maxwell House 
lOoz. (283 mL) Jar ...
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450 mL Container^.. :L .
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91' Y05; _4 tubes Plus 1
y05'.
450 mLContainer.........,
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available from all slides (excluding 
110 size slides and other sizes 
requiring custom work and special 
finishes) all prints are In semi- 
gloss finish.
Kodacolour Film
M10 size, 100 ASA, 24 exposuro
VLBmm 100 ASA. $^78
24 exposure roll, cho'*^" Hm
Photo Albunv;«,
Jumbo size, '¥»
50 pages 100 shoots
jioinpsoii S66dS6ss
GRAPES GreenCalifornia Grown 
(*1.50 kg)
B.C. or Washington 
Grown, (86‘ kg)....
A, (.1
, ' , I #'|4s H' ’' lipL' ' ■ 1 1 (I" ''
1 ' ' ' ' ^ ‘ ‘ , 1/
/, . , i ' i I ^ I
. ' ' I ' > , ' * I'' I , ,1 , t )
' t ' 'f ' I ‘ ' I,' • L '
California or 
Washington Grown 
No. 1 Grade 
(86‘ kg),.
n
• • ■ • • •
Prices Effective: Aug. 24th - 29th 
in your Friendly Sidney 
Safeway Store
We reserve the righl to limit sales lo retail quantities.
OPEN SUNDAY 10 AKIi to 5 PIU CAfvlAOA SAFEWAY pjl IT E D
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Serving the peninsula sinceJ951
656-4295
FENCING LTD.
All kinds of fencing — 
residential. commercial, 
farm,
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"








9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
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ALL OUR MEAT IS MATURED, AGED, GRAIN FED. GUARANTEED. CANADA "A"
6®
Continued from Page'4
apologized. He went on to e.xplain that since 
our location at Hatch Point was in the 
Cowichan Valley Regional District, our 
activities to obtain the necessary clearances 
to proceed had been primarily with the 
Cowichan Valley regional district council.
In the body of the story in your paper it 
states “it’s not something sve’re talking 
about —. going into the inlet here . . . we’re 
just trying to do it better’’. This is a sloppy 
version of Mr. Haslam’s statement at that — 
“We are not talking about something new 
since we have had a plant in Cowichan Bay 
since 1948 — the new modern plant at Hatch 
Point will enable us to do a better job of 
product distribution in the Southern Van­
couver Island area.
At the council meeting we displayed a 
tabletop model of our proposed distribution 
terminal at Hatch Point which along with 
Mr. Haslam’s comnTents seemed to 
satisfactorily answer questions from 
members of council.









Open Every Day At 11 AM 
Cliiiii©s©^ Western Food 
Light Luncheons
“Try Us - You’ll Like It"
llliie Isi • Take. Qisf.
It is clear that many Greater Vic­
toria/Capital Region residents, in reading 
and hearing of the recent premiers con­
ference, focused their attention on the 
special sailing of the Queen of Prince Rupert 
from Victoria to Vancouver on Friday, Aug. 
14.
Perhaps 1 can offer a few thoughts which 
will put this issue into perspective.
At the outset it is to be hoped that no-one 
has the impression that the passenger list was 
limited to premiers, spouses and families. 
Clearly a sailing with such a small group — 




Prescription Optical, leaders in eyewear for over 
half a century, is now introducing a compre­
hensive chiidren’s eyewear package that will 
really help your back-to-school budget this fall.
Now you can choose either top quality, impact 
resistant plastic or safety glass lenses, select a 
stylish Menrad plastic frame, get a one year war­
ranty on lens or frame breakage (or loss), and
receive a protective glass case... all at a money 
saving price of $49.95! it's the most comprehen­
sive eyewear package we've ever offered.
The Prescription Optical Children's Eyewear 
Special.. .it's another reason why we've been 
the leaders in eyewear for over half a century. 
Come in soon and see the savings for yourself.
HERE’S THE CHILDREN'S 
EYEWEAR PACKAGE
(Up to $85.00 regular value!)
iWfi
• Your choice of either top qunlitv, impact resistant olass or 
plastic lenses.
• Famous MenracJ plastic (r,Times,
• One voars coverage with the Evewear savings Plan, a war rantv 
against lens and frame breakage and SO".*) coverarjo If the 
glasses are lost or stolen.
• A protective glass case,








The total number of guests on board was 
approximately 350 — close to the capacity of 
the Queen of Prince Rupert. This included 
premiers and their families, a number of 
ministers from B.C. and other provinces, 
along with their support staff and a press 
contingent of about 130.
If most British Columbians agree that the 
visitor industry is important to our economy 
then they cannot help but recognize that 
national press, radio and television coverage 
of this short trip was of immense value.
1 have no way of judging the number of 
television viewers across Canada who saw 
filmed footage during the departure from 
Victoria Harbour, past the Gulf Islands and 
under Lions Gate Bridge.
The southwest coast was at its spectacular 
best on that day and the impressions left with 
our visitors will last for many years. This, 
alone, will lead to further and expanded 
visits to our part of the country.
Finally, many of your readers will know 
that the premiers conference is an annual 
meeting, and has occurred for 22 years. It is 
held in British Columbia in rotation, with 
the last B.C. meeting taking place in 1971.
Hugh Curtis, 
Minister,
M.L.A. Saanich and the Islands
Endangered species?
An open letter to Saanich school board.
•We hereby record our opposition to the 
proposed increase in rates for the community 
use of schools:
The new rates are based on the average 
square foot cost of schools throughout the 
school year, not on the additional costs 
resulting from non-student use, yet the 
school board has constantly maintained that 
the intention is only to charge community 
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additional expenses.
For example, power for lighting and fuel 
for heating are actual additional costs when 
a classroom is used after school hours (if the 
normal temperature is in fact maintained — 
it has been our experience that evening and 
weekend temperatures in schools are greatly 
reduced) but the other costs (80 per cent), 
i.e., custodial, custodial supplies, sewer and 
garbage, building maintenance and 
equipment repairs, cannot possibly be at­
tributed to the community use of schools.
Please note that we pay custodial fees (if 
required) in addition to rental rates. ^
The charge to process each applicationis 
both arbitrary and spurious; according to the 
documents provided at the July 13 meeting, 
this is a $2. hourly cost!
These new rates will obviously force many 
community users to reduce or cease ac­
tivities.
Peninsula Players is an adult community 
theatre group which has been included in this 
district’s adult education programme. To 
properly stage a production we need 60 
hours of rehearsal time and then we need 
performance space. It is almost impossible 
for private homes to accommodate 
rehearsals as the spaces just are not large 
enough.
Based on the new rental rates we may 
calculate the costs for renting school space 
for rehearsal and performance as follows:
60 hours at $5 (classroom after 6 p.m.) - 
$300.
Technical Rehearsal in school gym - 4 
hours at $18 - $72.
Dress Rehearsal in school gym - 4 hours at 
$18-.$72.
2 performances week nights - total 8 hours 
at$18-$144.
Sat. evening performance and clean up - 5 
hours at $18 - $90.
Total $678.00.
And we would have to pay a janitor an 
hourly rate to stay at the school on 
weekends. As we are a non-profit 
organization we operate on a shoestring and 
we simply cannot afford these costs. Our 
total budget for a production (which in­
cludes costumes, royalties, lights, set, props 
and publicity as well as the performance 
space) is usually less than $400. Perhaps you 





T he C en t r al 
Saanich Boys and 
Girls -Club will soon 
be . starting fall 
programs for 
youngsters and teens.
V olunteers are 
urgently needed to 
help these members 
experience an exciting 
and profitable year. 
Assistance is needed
in all aspects of club 
programs and
commitment can be 
determined by 
availability.
Please call and 
offer your services to 
benefit those in your 
community who need 
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ROSEMARY FULLER isn’t through with 
softball, she’s just taking a summer for 
herself for the first time since she was 14. 
The Victoria righthander, one of the best in 
the world, plans to pitch again next year, 
probably for Alpha Sports, successor to 
Doc’s Blues. In fact, Rosemary played a 
couple of games this year so as to be eligible 
to play in the 1982 world champinships in 
Taiwan . . . New Haven Nighthawks of the 
American Hockey League are a minor- 
league team but there was nothing minor 
about their electric bill last season. It was, a 
hard-to-believe story claimed, $700,000 . . . 
the value of the Canadian dollar is having 
increasing effect on Canadian sports. 
Vancouver Canucks have announced they 
will have to move out of Tulsa to get a 
Canadian farm because of the exchange rate. 
But players in the NHL as well as the minor 
leagues will prefer to play where they will be 
paid in U.S. dollars and import costs are 
certain to go up for Canadian Football 
League clubs . . . if the Eastern Conference 
clubs don’t improve and the CFL stays with 
the balanced schedule it would be fairer to 
have the Grey Cup playoff involve the top 
three clubs regardless of division. But it will 
never happen because the Grey Cup final 
would lose its real zing if the final wasn’t an 
East-West affair. Besides, western 
dominance is likely only temporary and 
things may be reversed by 1983 . . . there 
Inive been reports, said to have emenated in 
Edmonton, that Vancouver Canucks have 
been quietly trying to trade Tiger Williams.
It was also said that the Edmonton Oilers, 
perhaps wanting to give their penalty-killers 
a real test, were interested in acquiring 
Williams . . . Bob Beamon, the fellow who 
made that incredible long jump (29 feet, 2Vi 
inches) at the 1968 Olympic Games in 
Mexico City, is track and field coach at tiny 
York College in New York. There were only 
three team members when he took over but 
there are now 15 and he hopes to have 35 by 
year’s end . . . a brilliant play by one of the 
Seattle Sounders brought enthusiastic 
acknowledgement from the club announcer, 
who finished off his accolade with “he’s the
man of the hour at the moment.
* * *
NORTHERN DANCER yearlings con­
tinue to bring kings’ ransoms. Robert 
Sangster, the extremely rich English breeder 
with a fondness for yearlings sired by the 
greatest of Canadian-owned thoroughbreds, 
paid $3.5 rriillion this year for a full brother 
of Storm.Bird, which was purchased in 1978 
and later syndicated to an American group 
for $30 million. The former record for a
It






. . . surely would like to know how it is 
possible for a batter to hit “a pair of solo 
home runs.’’ One of the most maddening 
incorrections in sports reporting is calling a 
bases-empty home run a “solo” home run. 
A single home run in a game is a solo home 
run, and it could come with the bases full
SAN ANTONIO DODGERS of the Texas 
Baseball League have a unique lure for 
season ticket sales. The club installed a hot 
tub in the park and six season ticket sub­
scribers are chosen by lot at each game and 
get to watch the game from the tub with 
waitresses serving food and drink. The 
favorite item, not surprisingly, is frozen 
margaritas, but, says the club, only one fan 
has been removed (from the tub) because of 
intoxication . . . don’t be at all surprised if 
major league baseball adopts the split season 
after bringing it in because of the strike. 
Baseball remains slow in breaking with 
tradition, but never when it means increased 
gate receipts . . . the Capital City Turf Club 
hopes to have the cash-sell mutuel system at 
Sandown for its 1981 meet, and it’s almost 
certain that the standardbreds will have a 
similar system in for the 1982 meet . . . there 
is no end lo the ridiculous. The latest silly 
news is that an attempt is lo be made to start 
a national arm wre.slling circuit ... at that, 
it isn’t any worse than having Muhammad 
AH come out of retirement and go through 
all that posturing again. What’s so silly 
about that is that the self-styled great one 
will likely milk another several million 
dollars from the gullible . . . Lee Trevino 
continues to show that humble beginnings 
don’t mean there can be no class. 
Disqualified from the Professional Golf 
Association championship because he didn’t 
sign his .second-round card, Trevino made it 
easy for everyone, including playing-partner 
Tom Weiskopf, who signed Trevino’s/card 
twice. “No, I wouldn’t ask them (the PGA) 
to make an exception because there was 
some confusion,” Trevino said. “You’d 
take a great deal of integrity from the game 
by making an exception. You’ve got only 
two things to do when you’ve played a round 
of golf, and they are to check the score and 
sign the card. I didn’t do it. It’s that simple. 
It was my fault.” . . . Larry Nelson, 33-year- 
old winner of the PGa title, was 21 before he 
started playing golf and it took quite a spell 
before it became profitable. “I found out,” 
he says about the time that he seriously 
considered trying to get his old job back, 
“that winning isn’t everything but being able 
■ to eat'is.”'V::/:
Tommy | Ladies bowling starts Septms
yearling was $1.7 million paid for a colt by 
Lyphard, a son of Northern Dancer. Ten 
Northern Dancer yearlings were sold this 
year, eight colts bringing $12,225,000 and 
two fillies going for $1.11 million . . . that 
kind of money is quite a gamble and it 
doesn’t always pay off. There is the case of 
Elegant prince, who cost $715,000 and didn’t 
win a penny, and of Kentucky Gold, which 
earned only $6,000 towards a purchase price 
of $615,000. But then Seattle Slew, syn­
dicated for $12 milion, was a $17,500 
bargain and Spectacular Bid a $37,000 
yearling . . . the U.S. and the International 
Olympic Committee are sort of painted into 
a corner. The IOC, which condemned the 
U.S. for boycotting the 1980 Olympic Games 
in Moscow, claiming that politics shouldn’t 
play any part in Olympic matters, has been 
demanding that the U.S. cancel the three 
U.S. games scheduled by the South African 
rugby team. And while the U.S. would 
dearly like to offer that politics shouldn’t 
affect sports, there’s that Olympic boycott to 
explain . . . the Victorian who wants to sell a 
house by raffle should note that a man in 
Allentown, Pa., plans, to - have would-be 
purchasers run for his $65,000 home. The 
winner, he plans, is to be decided in a 13.1- 
mile road race. The entry fee is $25, there 
will be a corrected-time formula (sort of a 
handicap system) to decide the winner and 
professionals will compete only for $10,000 
in prize money. This optimist envisions 9,000 
entrants and claims that the $225,000 that 
would bring wouldn’t net him much, if any, 
more than the $65 ,000 he wants for his house 
. . . they sold more than 40,000 bottles of 
beer in Empire Stadium during the Sunday 
afternoon game between B.C. Lions and 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats, and all that can be said 
about the ugly fan eruption at game’s end is 
that it serves them right. If it’s necessary to 
sell liquor at sports events to attract fans 





won the Ardmore 
Ladies Golf
Championship on 
Aug. 18, with Mildred 
Tupper runner up.
In other matches 
played that day, Irene 
Clarke won the Silver 
Plate, with Ellen 
Robinson runner up, 
Marg Speers won the 
Bronze Plate, with 
Kay Murphy runner 
up and Daphne 
Parkes won the 9- 






nament, coming up at 
Glen Meadows 
September 2 to 6, has 
everthing — even 
romance.
Saanichton’s Bob 
Beauchemin, one of 
only four Canadians 
playing on the U.S. 
professional tour this 
year, is getting 
married on the
Monday before the
tournament. His bride 
is Margaret Fennell, 





He spent five years 
playing the summer 
tours both in Canada 
and Down Under so 
that he could compete 
the year round, land 
the experience lipaid 
off when he joined the 
gi elite of gbif iliby 
qualifying for - the 
vU.S. tour on his first 
try last November.
Ladies Daytime Join the fun — call 
League bowling starts Pam at 656-4980 or 
Sept. 8 — morning Joy at 656-3845. 
and afternoon league.
NO SCHOOL; 
IS BETTER ; 
than its 
teachers
un4.. I ,   I I’lj. tn I tl lift iniayhMii'
Mr. Hill ('ircHinvull ol Si,--
!U-«ulirul. by Carole Jackson, ^
helps you choose fashion in * School \ ictoriM, is il noMi
colors dial enhance your I ktlOW’ltHl.l’tNlhlr '
personality, (-veryone has a [ (jntluisiiiStic. Mis IdP -
seasonal color. I’or example, if i r. i nyou arc a spring person, your bMl! t .rade H mat hs
I colors should be dear and > pupils riinkcd Ill'St (uV ,')(L
j delicate with yellow | points] in the raciMil'
undertones. If you are an | Ch'eiitur Victoria GatlSS
I autumn person, you look best ■ * i ..
I in strong colors with orange J Maths ContL'St I till )\
I and gold undertones. You find I the llnivOPsity ot water-
j your best colors by following | loo, In a n a t i O n - W i 11 (■
the charts and the | (.tmtest, his Cratlc H
I eharaeieristics describing the , i j i i iI color of vour skin, hair and I pUpils tanked ahead O
jcyes. ‘ I all but five Grade 9
j . I maths teams from across
loROER YOUR COPY NOW! Only j Canada. Mr. Greenwell 
|$10.75plus$t.25postageandhandl-. haskotball
ling. $12.00 TOTAL. ' ,I Sena your cheque ot money ordei to: I Coat.h. (tireal le<l(.hea. . 
16508 Hilltop Rd., R.R.#7, Victoria, j like eager pupils, tend to
Ib.c. v8X3X3 ..................... J be all-rounders.)
I 1 For informatinp, contact;
I i John Schaffter;
I . i M.A. (Cantab)
NAME . .. .,................... i Headmaster.
I i St.. Michaels
• address . ............ : ■/ . j University School
j . i iUOO Richmond Road
' I Victoria, B.C. V8P 4l>5






Sporting Goods won a 
place in the finals of 
the Senior Men’s 
Softball playoffs with 
victories over Coa.st 
Projects on Friday 
and Sunday.
They will meet the 
winner of a semi-final 
tied one all between 
Hotel Sidney and 
Fulford Inn Sallies at 
press time. Deciding 
game in that scries 
was scheduled for 
Tuc.sday night.
Harvey’s finished 
second in league play, 
but Coast Projeebs, 
the fourth place 
riiiishers, had closed 
the season with a 
string of consecutive 
victories whicli they
continued in the first 
game of the playoffs, 
beating Harvey’s 4-2.
Harvey’s came back 
with a vengeance on 
Friday night, 
drubbing Coast 
Projects 14-1. Perry 
Ethier had two home 
runs for the winners 
and Terry Orr one.
Staring pitcher Bob 
Fox, who was charged 
with the loss of the 
first game, went two 
for three at the plate 
before he left the 
game, hitting sizzling 
line drives straight at 
Cuiisi pitcher Evcrci 
Hudlin.
lliidlin appeared 
tired at the outset, and 
since he has pitched 
most of Coast’s games
this season he 
probably had good 
reason. Fox was 
credited with the \vin, 
while Hudlin look the 
loss. Besides 
watermelon pitches, 
Coast had problems 
with errors on what 
should have been 
routine plays, while 
Harvey’s hitters were 
hot.
In the final game 
Bob Fox again pitched 
for Harvey’s and held 
Coa.st Projects to two 
r u ns. G r a h a m 
McKay, pitching for 
Coa.st, was not. so 
consistent and gave up 
seven runs.
were runaway winners 
in league play, look 
the first playoff game 
3-2. They scored in 
the bottom of the 
seventh inning after 
, Kim Hayward had
tied the score with a 
home run in the top 
half of the inning.
In the second game 
Hotel Sidney, which 
finished third in the 
league, thumped
Sallies 7-3, in spite of 
home runs by Wayne 
De Vane and Pat 
Gaines for the losers.
Game dates for the 
finals had not been set 
at press lime.
Fitness:
What it does 





Cates il you ate new in town 
,iml Icel Kindril lost: II you've 
just added a new son or 
dauRhtoi to your lamily; II 
HE has linally asked you to 
hecoitio his wile; II you or 
so'Tieune in your l(iitiily is 





September 9th at 10:00 a.m. 
for pre-school and 
school-age programs
and
September 10th at 10:00 a.m. 
for Adult Programs
Them are over 100 programs being offered for a 
ages, so watch for your Fall/Winter 1981 
Brochure for delails,
You may Regitler in Person ot the Panorama Ltiiuni Centre 
1885 FOREST PARK DRIVE, SIDNEY
Action Filnoss Action Fitnoss
Darvll Jones of Coast Projects slides safety into second base 
despite efforts of Harvey's Sporting Goods second baseman 
Gerry Spelay and shortstop, Joe Kuimwv, Harvey's won bdf 
of three semi final series against Coast with Friday ami 
Sunday victories. T«m Cronk i*hoio
PENINSULA RECREATION PRESENTS
ALL40RTS OF ACTION
Tuesdayf September 1, 7:30 - 8:30 p,m, 
at Sameba Hail
For only $1.00 you will got 
one hour of
EXERCISING TO MUSIC, AEROBICS, refreshments and more!
honialor now at the Panorama Loisuro Coniro 
1005 Forost Park Orivo, Sidney, 656-7271
Action Fitnoss Action Fitnoss Action Fitnoss Action Fitnoss Fitness










is pleased lo announce that
eHHISTOPHEI! ^AE^POCIC llb.
is now associated with him 
in the practice of law 
at








Canadian Power Squadrons will be of­
fering basic boating courses this fall and 
winter at Sidney and at Saanichton.
At a cost of $60 the courses provide in­
struction in boat handling, anchoring, knots, 
general seamanship, charts and piloting, 
compasses, aids to navigation, equipment 
and boating laws, rules of the road, safety 
afloat and manners and customs.
Saanich Peninsula Power Squadron is 
giving courses at North Saanich school, 
10475 McDonald Park Road, on Tuesdays 
and Wednesdays from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m., 
from late September until mid-March.
There is also an accelerated course, lasting 
only until December. Classes are only an 
hour longer, from 7 to 10 p.m. on Tuesdays, 
but four or five hours of home study are 
required each week instead of three or less.
0 !
\ K".fe
-The'Blanket Classitieds ot the BC & Yukon Community Newspapers 
. , , <allpyr-ypu-tpcplaceiy 70
newspapers-in'hearly every suburban diid rurar market" between Van-"■''■;->'f-':;,::;-vv---,::CouveTandWhitehoise.'-^:-,'-'.;v.‘^:,',;::"V
First session for all classes is at 7:30 p.m. p
September 22. ||
Contacts are Lowell Gray, at 656-2172, j
and Peter Burchett, at 656-2118. 1
Brentwood Bay Power Squadron is giving P
courses at Stelly’s school, 1627 Stelly’s Cross ^
Road, on Mondays, starting Sept. 21. The ^
regular course starts at 7:30 p.m. and the ||
accelerated course at 7 p.m. Contacts are Pat |i
Moore at 658-1090 and Len Fallan at 652- 
5555. I
The course is not difficult and requires no ^
special mathematical skills. It deals with |i
both sailboats and power boats, and it is not i|
necessary to own a boat. Membership in a ||
power squadron is not required, in fact no %
one can join until they have completed the ||
course. ||





A burgler who 
could by now have 
one of the best- 
equipped cars around, 
broke into Andy’s 
Auto Parts and 
Accessories at 2412 
Bevan on Friday 
night, through the 
furnaceroom.
No - parts were 
taken, but the list of 
missing accessories 
included musical 
horns, a radar 
detector, two digital 
clocks, an oil changer, 
a ‘timing light, ' a 
compression' guage, 
two teinperature 
guages and three sets 
of fog lights.
It appears he also 
Stole a green garbage 
bag to carry the loot
Gall GUI ClassitiedDepartment 
arididn Ad-Viser will explainihov/ 
the, system works, help you; write 
the ad, and send it to the Head Ot- 
tice ot B.C.Y,C, N.A,: ;
Let us do the hard work. We can 
deliver your ad to some 350,000 
households and more than a 
million readers throughout B.C. & 
the Yukon.
On®
You or ypur secretary will do one 
. simple bit ol paperwork.
024® WCK^.
The only way to cover B,C. ancj 
the Yukon with a classitied ad and 
it's so easy.
B words
For more than 25 words there is 
an additional charge ol $250 per 
word,
B.C. AND YUKON COMMUNITY
NEWSPAPERS ASSOCIATION 
THE REVIEW





Helen and Bob Bouteillier of Saanichton 
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary 
July 15 by attending a service of 
Thanksgiving at St. Mary’s Anglican church, 
Saanichton. The communion service was 
conducted by Rev. Ivan Futter, and Bob, 
who had been organist at the church for 33 
years, presided at the organ. Combined 
choirs from St. Mary’s and St. Stephan’s 
were in attendance.
Following the service an anniversary cake, 
baked and decorated by Nancy Jackson, was 
served to relatives and friends in the church 
hall. A family dinner was enjoyed at The 
Latch dining room in the evening.
A reception attended by 160 friends and 
relatives was given in the couple’s honor July 
18 at St. Mary’s Anglican church hall by 
their niece and nephew, Janet and Glenn 
Thomson, and Bob’s sister, Lillian 
Thomson. Harry Tobin acted as emcee. 
Futter spoke on behalf of the church and 
Glenn Thomson, nephew, proposed the toast 
fo the bride and groom of 50 years.
Delicious refreshments were provided by 
members of the ACW; floral arrangements 
by Ellen Townsend of Duncan.
Congratulatory messages were received 
from Gov. Gen. Ed. Scheyer; Prime Minister 
Pierre Trudeau; Lt. Gov. Henry Bell-Irving, 
Premier Bill Bennett; MLA Hugh Curtis, 
Dave Hill, Mayor of Central Saanich, and 
Marlene Flett, niece and family of Yorkton, 
Sask. and Ruth and Bruce Gourlie of Santa 
Ana, Ca.
Out of town guests came from various 
points in B.C., Ontario, Saskatchewan, 
Alberta and California.
, Yoiitlis charged: 
with intimidatioM
Three Victoria 
youths were arrested 
following two in­
cidents of threatening 
at and near Durrance 
Lake on Sunday.
Police were notified 
that two men and two 
women in their 30s 
who were on the lake 
in a rubber raft and a 
canoe had heard the 
youths threatening to 
go out and tip over 
their craft.
The lake is in 
unorganized territory, 
and because road 
access to the area is 
off Wallace Drive it is 
policed by RCMP 
from Sidney. A 
member of the Sidney 
force who lives in
^ tX)WNTOWN SIDNEY — THE PLACE TO BE ON A a
- ■ rrinartkA'h/'ik.BM'T'w
Central Saanich 
responded to the call 
along with Central 
Saanich police.
In the meantime, 
according to the 
complainants, the 
youths had blocked 
Durrance Road, 
preventing them from 
leaving, and had 
threatened them with 
tree branches and a 
knife.
Unaware that police 
had already been 
called, they were still 
in the area, and were 
arrested.
Charged with in­
timidation are Gary 
Vanzetta, 18, and 
Collin Rankie and 
Matin Vale, both 17.
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ONE OF THE MEANEST 
thieves in Sidney has May Utting 
mad. May, who’s secretary- 
treasurer for the Sidney branch 
of the B.C. Heart Foundation, 
had boxes out at various 
locations in Sidney, collecting 
funds for the foundation.
Just before the July 1 holiday a 
box was stolen from the Star 
Weekly News on Beacon, and last 
Thursday when May went to pick 
up the box from Sidney Bakery 
— that one, too, had gone 
missing.
WHITE ROSES with pink 
edges, yellow roses with coral 
edges— Mrs. June Grant, 9386 
Bitteroot, Summergate Village, 
had never seen different colors 
like this coming off the same 
stem on her rose bush so she 
phoned the research station on 
East Saanich Road. A spokesman 
didn’t have an answer but maybe 
one of our local gardeners will. 
Just get in touch with Mrs. 
Grant.
EVER FOUND A PEARL in a 
clam? Mrs. Eva Mason, 9632 - 
7th Street, Sidney, did and she’s 
wondering just how unique that 
is. Her daughter, Mrs. Diane 
Taylor, bought clams from a fish 
market in Langford and steamed 
them in butter. Mrs. Mason was
enjoying hers until she found one 
clam that was difficult to open — 
and there was the pearl. We’d 
like to hear from readers if 
they’ve had the same experience. 
Meanwhile, Mrs. Mason intends 
to find out if she has a “real” 
pearl or just an oddity.
IT WAS A DELIGHTED 
Karen Rae that Sidney Lions 
treasurer, Ken Friesen, met last 
week in The Review’s office. 
Karen, 9515 Glenelg, w'on a 
Lions raffle and had the choice 
— 1,000 litres of gas or $400? She 
chose the cash and w'as already 
planning how she’d spend it as 
she left the office. Another raffle 
winner was Blanche Gingrich, 
10113 Resthaven Drive. She had
to choose between a side of beef 
and $400 — and also chose the 
money.
WELCOME BACK TO 
SIDNEY, Dan Carruthers. He 
grew up here during the 1950s, 
his parents — Jack and Eloise — 
owned the old Chocolate Shop on 
Beacon (now a barber shop) and 
also subsequently managed the 
Canoe Cove store and boat gas 
concessions. Dan, his wife. Sue, 
and their two boys, Kristofer and 
Kelly, came direct from 
Whitehorse, Yukon, where Dan, 
a wildlife biologist, has been 
working. He’ll continue working 
for the same company — 
Renewable Resources Consulting 
Services Ltd — based in Sidney.
The family’s life in the Yukon 
was in sharp contrast to the life 
they’ll be leading in Sidney. Their 
home was a log house on a lake 
25 miles south of Whitehorse, 
was heated with wood and the 
nearest neighbor was a mile 
away.
Wolves, coyotes, moose, bear 
and lynx were regular visitors as 
well as rabbits and squirrels. 
Winter pastimes were cross­
country skiing, snowmobiling, 
square dancing and log sledding.
The Caruthers family is 
looking forward to making their 
home and new friends here.
RECENT RECIPIENT of a 
25-year pin as a long service 
employee at Victoria General 
Hospital was Miss Dorothy Paul.
REMEMBER THAT ODD 
item we ran in our Aug. 12 issue 
about the 370-pound sturgeon 
hauled in near Quesnel July 14? 
We were told biggest ever 
sturgeon was a 800-pounder 
caught in same area but Ken 
Richmond, 9511 Maryland, goes 
one better. He says an 1,800- 
pound sturgeon was reported in 
the Oct. 14, 1897 issue of the 
British Columbian as being the 
largest specimen ever caught. It 
was taken some years previously 
at Mission, Richmond says.
Mrs. June Grant with roses.
Continued from Pages
weighed various alternatives, 
more than are mentioned here, 
and took into account the views 
of parents involved with the 
schools that were considered.
The room used as a music 
room at Saanichton is an 
“empty” room according to 
education ministry standards, 
and will have to be used as a 
regular classroom should the 
school population increase, but 
this would not mean an end to the
music program.
The room considered at 
Brentwood would have had to 
have plumbing added before it 
could be used for a kindergarten 
c|ass, and was found to be below 
the minimum size set by the 
ministry for kindergarten room. 
Had il been used, other programs 
svoiild have been “displaced” to 
other space, but would not Itavc 
been discontinued.
The portable classroom is 
owned by the scliool district and 
would otherwise be empty.
The board weighed many 
factors in reaching its decision, 
and of course other people might 
have arrived at different con­
clusions.
The future of Durrance school, 
which has five grades and kin­
dergarten but only 60 pupils 
remains a problem and is still 
under consideration.
Q, (13) To a lot of people 
French immersion falls into the 
same category as private schools 
— where parents choose to drive 
their children und pay tuition for
their children to obtain a 
specialized education. If the 
French immersion program is 
really desired by the Parents for 
French would they not be willing 
to operate their own school in the 
same manner?
Q. (14) We do not, in any way, 
want to fault the Parents for 
French for choosing the French 
immersion program — it docs 
appear to have definite ad­
vantages with availability of 
funding, space, equipment, etc. 
We do feel, however, that the 
Board members did not act in the 
best interest of all students when 
they decided lo implement the 
French immersion program in 
this district!
A. (13 & 14) These are matters 
of opinion on which the majority 
of board members and the 
authors of this submission have 
reached opposite conclusions.
Q. (15) If the board is really 
concerned with the best 
education for the majority of 
students -- why not put the issue 
of French Immersion to a public 
referendum? This would give all 
concerned citizens - parents and 
taxpayers -- a chance to voice 
their opinions.
A. (15) The education ministry 
makes no provision for such a 
referendum. However there is an 
election for school board 
members every year. In the past 
three elections French immersion 
has been made a major issue and 
inorc and more trustees favoring 




Mrs, Marion Hulme of Gordon Holme Ltd. is pleas­
ed to announce that Holly Lynen has successfully 
complefod her general insurance course and is now 
fully licenced fo serve you for all your insurance 
needs. Give Holly a call lor her usual efficient & 
courteous service,
(lOurbnn




Due to Popular Demand 
Ihu Latch Is open 
for Luncheons again 
Tuesday lo Friday 
12 • 2:.30 p.m.
Burglar bags loot I
D6«TAUhAN
Two people were 
arrc.stcd sitting in a 
car outside Frianglc 
RV Centro on 
McDonald Park Road 
shortly before 5 a.m, 
.SaUiiduy when puliv.c 
responded to a report 
of burglary in 
progress.
It is believed that 
two other people were
inside but were able fo
get away, They had





several burglaric.s at 
the RV Centre in
recent months, but il
does not appear that
those arrested were
recpon^ihle for the
other incidents, as 
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750ml .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO-OP Raspberry
lam

































CHOP STEMS ( PIECES
Mushrooms sso mi.
CO-OP 22Sg DINNER
Mac & Cheese ..
CO-OP 398 mL
Kidney Beans . . . .




CO-OP PURE 1 ke
Creamed Honey
CO OP FANCY 12 or.
Asparagus Tips.
CO-OP EVAPORATED












CHOP DELUXE 2 PLY
Bathroom Tissue 4 rpiipki
CO-OP MEN'S & BOY SIZES
Country leans.....
HILROY SHEETS










Pens .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PENINSULA CONSUMER SERVICES CO-OPERATIVE
Sonboiirii l^laza 2132 ioating X. ftoad SS24iSg
STOWE HOURS
Monday thni Saturday 0 a.m. UI 6 p.m, 
Tlwitifnf* Slid Friifty# 0 »,m, f« 8 p.m, 
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Steve and Esther Dickinson have once 
again returned from wandering the oceans of 
the world, but this time it was an interrupted 
voyage.
The owners of Van Isle Marina have lived 
on board their 60-foot ketch, Kapduva, for 
all but one year of the past eight years. Their 
first voyage, home from Hong Kong where 
the vessel was built, took them through the 
Indian Ocean, around Africa, to England 
and Germany, and then to Spain, the 
Caribbean, Panama, Hawaii and home.
With many stops to enjoy the interesting 
places they found along the way, including a 
year based on Antigua, they took more than 
four years for a voyage intended to last 18 
months. , In the year that they were here they 
took time for a little side trip to the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, and then in 1978 they 
sailed south.
They intended to go down the coast to 
Chile, but in San Francisco they answered an 
advertisement for yachtsmen willing to assist 
with the study of humpback whales, and that 
changed their direction to Tonga in the 
South Sea Islands.
The whale project involved recording the 
songs of the southern humpbacks to see if 
they differed from those of the northern 
race. Apparently they did, but the two 
scientists, from the University of Rhodes 
Island, were seasick most of the time and 
stayed on board,only 10 days. ; ;. ;
The bickirisons went on to New Zealand, 
then returned to Tahiti, where Steve had a 
severe heart attack one night while they were 
anchored in Cook’s Bay at Moorea. Esther 
had heard just that day that the owner of one 
of the other yachts was an American doctor. 
Rowing in the dark she managed to find the 
right yacht, and the doctor followed her 
back, bringing oxygen equipment. He got 
Steve comfortbly settled in a berth in the 
cockpit, and it wasn’t until the next morning 
that he told them he was a gynecologist.
After two weeks Steve was well enough to 
lly to Victoria, where he had a four-way 
bypass operation, and three months later, in 
February of this year, he and Esther flew 
back to Moorea.
His recovery went so well that he was soon 
able to go windsurfing, and he is in so much
Steve and Esther Dickinson in main cabin of Kapduva surrounded by souvenirs of voyages in South Seas. John Green Photo
better shape than before the operation that 
his hair is getting darker imstead of greyer.
Esther says she finds it a bit disconcerting 
having a husband w'ho gets younger; ,1‘likb 
being married to Peter Pan.” :
They sailed home by way of Hawaii, 
arriving in Sidney July 20, and they are now 
busy getting a house built on Saltspring 
Island, but their cruising days aren’t over. 
They say that Kapduva gets restless after 
being too long at a mooring, and they have 
to take her to sea.
Steve Dickinson apprenticed fora year on 
a sailing vessel, the Herzogin Cecilic, when 
he was 18, and rounded Cape Horn under 
sail as a cadet. In terms of the Cape Horn 
A.ssociation that made him a “Cape pigeon” 
(a type of petrel), and in Swedish, which was 
the language of ocean-going sail in the la.st 
days, a cape pigeon is a Kapduva, hence the
name ofthe Dickinsons’ketch; ^
He later spent 16 years with the Royal 
National Lifeboat Institution in England, 
plus naval service during -World War II, 
coming to Canada ind952 and to Sidney in 
1955. With perfect timing he started at Van 
Isle Marina, just before the boating boom 
began. Today sons Mark and Alan run the 
business: .
Esther had been taken sailing before she 
would walk but had never done any ocean 
cruising and didn’t know how she would like 
it. Luckily she found it great fun, even 
though keeping house is more difficult 
because there is never space to put the things 
from the place that you want to tidy up.
Kapduva, designed by Sidney naval ar­
chitect William Garden, has proved to be a 
great sea boat, and the Dickinsons have 
timed their voyages to avoid hurricane
seasons. At first they; sailed witb an ad­
ditional crew memberi-but'jsinbe, having a 
self-steering vane installed in England they 
have usually been alone. :
Steve has broken ribs on two occasions, 
and Esther was battered by being thrown 
across the cabin in a storm sailing south 
along the Oregon coast. That was the 
toughest sailing they have encountered; right 
close to home. With Esther out of action 
Steve was at the helm for 16 hours.
Although they have missed a few 
meridians of longitude between New 
Zealand and Hong Kong, they have sailed 
more than twice the distance around the 
world, and their cabin is gradually filling 
with souvenirs. They have friends in dozens 
of ports of call, as well as many more who 
arc ocean wanderers like themselves, some of 
whom they have encountered twice, in 
harbours half a world apart.
ANTS AND APHIDS
ie sworn enemy
Two heal lovelies, Doreen Murrle and Kelly Spilshury, enjoy sun at Island View 
Beach, fom C'ronk Phoio
There are more tints in the world 
than anyoihcr kind of animal.
This will come as no surprise to any 
gardener who sees these little creatures 
•scurrying around the garden, swarming 
up trees, clustering on plant stems and 
Howers, or marching rcsoltitcly across 
the patio or sundeck.
Ants, however, cause little damage 
in the garden. The iiouble comes from 
their close relationship with iiphids — 
the gardener’s sworn enemy,
Certain aphids e,slide it sticky, sweet 
substance leferred to us ‘‘hoiieydew”, 
which is pjirticularly useful lo ants as a 
source of nourishment.
In fact, ants use clusters of tiphids as 
humans use herds of cows, and “milk” 
the syrup as food for the rest of the 
colony.
Just as settlers would take a cow 
with them to a new home, so ants will 
carry aphids from one plant lo another 
spreading them throughout the garden.
Now iipluds cause .serious danuige; 
burrowing into tender growing tips, 
leaves and stems, to suck sap from the 
plant and causing tips and Iciivcs to 
pucker and die. Signs of infestation 
included curled and stunted leaves and 
shoots.
Ants cause little damage in 
garden but beware the aphid.
The syrup they di.scharge can 
ill tract it type of fungus known as sooty 
mold,
l echnical books list more than 200 
vaiieiies of aphids, but to most gar­
deners they arc divided only into green, 
black and red aphids, with the first two 
often referred to ns greenOy or black- 
fly, ' ,
Some varieties vary in color;from 
yellow and lavender to brown or gray 
and each variety seems lo favor certain 
plants,
’fhe green varieties, for instance 
:itcui lu head .stiaighi fui losc bu.shes 
and potato plants, while the black 
prefer nasturtiums and broad beans.
Aphids are particularly fond of
peppers, lomatoc.s, cabbage,; 
cauliflow'er, squash and cucumbers.
One recommended treatment for 
aphid infestation is to hose them off 
with a stream of water. This is hardly 
practical, however, when dealing with 
fruits and vegetables, where the fruit 
has already set and is beginninB to fill ’ 
out. '
Too much water pressure can also 
damage delicate blossoms, fruits and; 
leaves, A better treatment is an in­
secticide which can be distributed in a 
dense, fogging-type application that 
makes sure all the aphids arc killed, 
particularly those on the underside of 
leaves and in hard-to-reach joints.
One product with a quick knock­
down effect and no residuals is Raid's 
Vegetable Garden Fogger, a 
pyrethrum-based product.
Pyrethrum, a natural in.sccticidc 
derived from the chrysaiuhemutn 
family, can be safely ' used on 
vegetables right up to harvest.
Constant inspection for aphids — 
and prompt treatment when they are 
noticed — will eusme liiai plant 
damage is kept to a minimum and the 
crop is maintained at maximum 
throughout the growing season.
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Double ring ceremony 
unites Sally, Michael
Sally Caroline Fair and Const. Michael 
John Dorran, RCMP, were married in a 
double-ring ceremony July 4 at the church of 
Our Lady of Assumption in Powell River. 
The bride is the daughter of Gilbert and 
Theresa Fair of Lund, B.C. and the groom is 
the son of Mary Dorran and the late Edgar 
Dorran of Brentwood Bay.
Marriage vows were exchanged during a 
nuptial mass celebrated by Father John 
Eason. The church was decorated with 
scarlet and white carnations.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride 
wore an elegant gown of nylon sheer over 
taffeta, with bodice and hem embroidered 
with Venetian lace. Her fingertip veil was 
appliqued with the same lace, and she carried 
a cascading bouquet of yellow roses and 
baby’s breath.
The bride was attended by Vanessa Barker 
as maid of honour, and her sister Laurie 
Zihrul and Gail Westgate as bridesmaids. All
wore empire waist gowns of peacock blue, 
and carried bouquets of blue-tipped car­
nations and baby’s breath.
The groom wore the dress uniform of the 
RCMP. His best man, Stuart Mann, and 
ushers, Tom Dorran and Stuart Messenger, 
wore navy-blue tuxedos.
The reception was held at the Beach 
Gardens Resort. Master of ceremonies was 
Don Mann, and the toast to the bride was 
made by her uncle, Joe Kinrade of Powell 
River.
The bride chose a going-away dress of 
lavender lace, and a corsage of white roses.
The couple spent their honeymoon at 
Qualicum and Long Beach, and are now 
residing in Sherwood Park, Alberta.
The wedding was attended by families and 
friends from England, Manitoba, Alberta, 
Brentwood Bay, Saanichton, Sidney, 
Nanaimo, and the lower mainland. Mr. and Mrs. Michael Dorran [nee Sally Caroline Fair],
EFFKTIVE AUGUST 1,1961 THE RMEOFraTURN^^^ 




FOR THE 3 MONTH PERIOD ENDING OCTOBER 31,1961.
The rote of return payable beginning November 1, 1981 v/ill be announced when the 
terms of the new 1981 /82 Series ore mode public in September.
(Cur our and otroch ro your Bonds)
CANADA SAVING BONDS RATE INCREASED 1016%^ 
EFFEOWE AU0USf1,19d110 0C10DER31,19D1
With this increase, the annual return on oil unmotured Canada Savings Bonds for the yeor which began 
November 1, 1960 is 14,41%-interest at the rote of 117?% for the first 5 months, 10^/4% for the next 2 
months, 1 6V4% for the following 2 months and 1 aV2% for the remaining 0 months.
SERIES DATED BEFORE 1977
Serlo.s doled before 1977 hove? o bonus poyoble or 
maturiiy. l ioldetsof ihese Series will receive lire |■llc)llel 
rare of return through on Increase in the value of this 
bonu.spaymenr, Tire new bonus omouni per S100 Bond 










Nov, 1, 1982 
Nov, 1, 1981 
Nov. 1, 1984 
Nov, 1, 1965 
Nov, 1, 1980 











SERIES DATED 1977 TO 1980 INCLUSIVE
For these Series the annual rare of 14,41 ".owill apply 
for' lire year Vv'hichbegun Novernber '1, 1960, instead ol 
the rare piinred on rho Bond ceriificores, Each $1,000 
Regular Interest Bond will now pay S144,17 interest on 
November 1, 1981.
In addition to regular annuol Interest at the rare , 
stored above. Compound Interest Bonds will earn 
compound interest, for the 3 months beginning August 1, 
1981, artherateof 11,33'!oforthe 1977/76Qnd ' 
l979/80Serie5and 11,46%forthe 1978/79Series. With 
this increase', the qiowtl'r of each S1,000 CorTriJOund 
Intc.'rerit Bond for the year which began November 1, 
1980 IS os follows;
Dondl'iolders who reder'rn these Bonds prior to 
maturity will not be entitled to the cash bortus but only to 
the original return poyoble, as printed on the Bond 
cortificQlos. Bondholders may continue to cosh interest 





















Silver Threads centre at 10030 Resthaven 
Drive, Sidney, is open 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. week­
days, 7 - 9 p.m. evenings and 1 - 4 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday. Lunches, teas, 
coffees, cards, library, billiards, wide variety 
craft classes, recreational activities, 
languages, trips, etc.
If you are 60 or better Silver Threads 
would like to hear from you. Please call 656- 
5537. Coming events: Sept. 12 — open 








Credit Union is 
seeking applicants for 
its scholarship awards 
program. A credit 
union spokesman said 
Friday that due to 
interruptions in the 
mail service school 
marks have been held 
up and consequently, 
students have not 
been applying for the 
awards which began 
in 1967 and range 
from $100 to $400.
The deadline for 
applications has been 
extended from Aug. 
30 to Sept. 18. ,
Application forms 
are available from the 
credit union.
This year the credit 
union will be 










Effective August 28, 1981
Bus Ssrvlco on the 74 Weil Saanich and 75 Canlral Saanich
routes will be improved as of Friday, August 28.
74 Wo8l Saanich
An extra rush hour trip leaves 
Brentwood at 7:42 a,m, and 
arrives downtown Victoria at 
8:15 a.m. The afternoon trip 
leaves downtown at 4:32 p.m. 
and arrives in Brentwood at 
5:17 p.m,
75 Central Saanich
All buses on this route will 
now operate through the 
Royal Oak Shopping Centro. 
There is also an extra depar­
ture from downtown Victoria, 
5:38 p.m, Monday to Friday,
— Adjustments have boon 
made to all 75 Central Saan­
ich times and connections to 
the Saanich Peninsula Hospi­
tal are Improved,
NOTE: J ho 60 Admirals is a now route providina 
direct service between the Western Com­
munity and Esquimalt, In addition, service 
has boon Improved on eight other urban 
and suburban routes,
For detailed information on thoThangos. routes a^iThmoTS” 
up a new tlmotabio available on the buses or call Metro Transit 
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Tennis ’81 is happening in 
Central Saanich. Afternoon 
lessons for all ages, register now 
at the municipal hall or call 652- 
4444 for details. Cost: six lessons 
for $13.
Interested in local history? 
Sidney Museum on Beacon 
Avenue is open 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
seven days a week through Sept. 
7.
Anyone for tennis? Players at 
all levels are welcome to join the 
Saanich Peninsula Tennis Club 
which meets Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at Parkland school 
courts. Play is from 6:30 p.m. 
until dusk from now through 
September. Balls supplied, fee — 
adults $10, students S5. For more 
information, call Jim Black at 
656-2885 or come to the courts 
any Tuesday or Thursday.
Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens meet the first and third 
Thursdays at the Lion’s Hall on 
East Saanich Road at 2 p.m. A 
planned program is offered.
If you are weight-wise come 
and join a friendly group from 10 
11 a.m. (TOPS) Monday 
morning at St. Paul’s Church, 
2410 Malaview. For more in­
formation call 656-2654 or 656- 
3851.
Did you break a special saucer 
or cup? Don’t despair, the 
Salvation Army store, 713 
Johnson, may have just the piece 
you require among its table of 
oddments of china. Drop in and 
browse, if they don’t have what 
yoii need phone and Sally Ann 
will contact you if they get it in 
the future. Call 727-2293.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] Clubhouse is located at 
2304 Oakville, behind Sanscha 
Hall. It is an activity centre for 
young people aged 13-19 years 
who live on the peninsula. Most
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
(Sept. 9 and 10, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
and a Board Workshop (Sept. 9, 
8 - 10 p.m.) will be conducted by 
Marlene Wilson. Register by 
calling Victoria Volunteer Bureau 
at 386-2269.
NOTICE
The Victoria Society of Artists
will present an exhibition of 
framed paintings in oils, acrylics, 
water colors and pastels in the 
Hillside Mall Sept. 14 - 19 during 
shopping hours.
Council will be appointing eight members to North Saanich En--i; 
vironmental Advisory Commission. Should any resident of thevl 
District be interested in serving on the Commission, kindly submit:*^ 




activities are free and everyone is 
welcome.
Clubhouse hours are 6-10 
p.m. Monday through Thursday; 
6-11 p.m. Friday and Saturday 
and 1-5 p.m. Sundays. Summer 
activities include swim trips and 
outings at noon Mondays, 
Thursdays and Fridays. There are 
also several camping trips and 
beach parties
Countryside Preschool, a
parent-owned co-operative in 
Central Saanich for three and 
four-year-old children, is ac­
cepting registration for the fall. 
For more information call Mrs. 
Holy Clifford at 652-4650.
Peninsula Figure Skating Club 
registration will be held 10 a.m. - 
2 p.m. Sept. 12 at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Advance 
registration forms available at the 
centre.
Sidney-North Saanich summer 
flower show will be held Aug. 29 
2 - 9 p.m. and Aug. 30 10 a.m. - 5 
p.m. Anyone may enter exhibits, 
qualified judges in each class, 
trophies and prizes to be won. 
Refreshments, plant stall.
displays. Admission $1, free for 
children under 12 accompanied 
by a parent. Phone entries and 
for more information call 656- 
0049 or 652-1385 before 10 p.m. 
Aug. 27.
Bernard Moore (CBC) a B.C. 
gardener, will be at the show to 
answer questions on gardening.
Peninsula Christian Women’s 
After Five Club plans a dinner 7 - 
9 p.m. Sept. 14 at the 
Travelodge. Special feature: doll 
collection; music - Charlene 
Krahn, soloist; speaker, Norma 
Dick. Reservations by Sept. 10, 
call Janette at 652-2930.
Green Tag items half-price al 
Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during September. Stores are 
located at 713 Johnson, Victoria; 
9775-2nd Street, Sidney; 2812 
Bryn Maur, Langford, and 7174 
West Saanich Road, Brentwood 
Bay.
Meet new friends, singles and 
couples, learn to square dance 
every Wednesday starling Sept. 
30. Call Spares ‘n Pairs at 478- 
4542 or 479-2958.
Survival Skills for Managers
Did you break a special saucer 
or cup? Don’t despair, the 
Salvation Army store, 713 
Johnson, may have just the piece 
you require among its table of 
oddments of china. Drop in and 
browse, if they don’t have what 
you need phone and Sally .Ann 
will contact you if they get it in 
the future. Call 727-2293.
Peninsula Players plan a 
general meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 1 at Central Saanich Lions 
Hall, 6994 East Saanich Road. 
Agenda includes plans for fall 
production. Come — meet and 




Peninsula Players will be 
auditioning for Charlie’s Aunt, 7 
- 9 p.m. Sept. 8 and 2 - 4 p.m. 
Sept. 13 at Central Saanich Lions 
Hall, 6994 East Saanich Road. 
Six men, four women, all ages 
required. For more information 
call Penelope Bornhold at 652- 
5680.
Now you can get the 
power to make financial 
transactions 24 hours a day, 
every day including holidays, 
and you don't have to wait in line.
You can do your money transactions day or night. . . 
whenever it's convenient for you! •
transfer between accounts® withdraw cash 
® make deposits « make account balance 
e make loan payments inquiries
Come in today and get 24 hour teller power.
Sidney Preschool is offering a 
quality play program for three 
and four-year-old children. 
Register now for September, for 
more information call Linda 
New, at 656-7654 or Marge 
Friesen at 656-5133. Sidney 
Preschool is a non-profit 
organization.
sfiwiiigi credit unieii
Sidney's only 24 hour Automated Teller 
2297 Beacon Avenue, 656-1116
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOQKS LAST
STORE HOURSl
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00- 5:30
Prices Effective:
A«G. 26, 27, 28, 29/1981 7
Wbm® of SIJPEH BgvirtgB!
In Downtown Sidn®y SUIVli^ER
CANADM BEEF CANADA NO. 1 PORK SALE
PORK





Steaks COUNTRY STYLE PORK.lb.
TOP ROUND
SPAREHIES
CUT FROM RIB ENDS 
PORK





14 oz.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGHLINER
Haddock
Decafeinated 8 oz. 
CARNATION
lifk

























14 oz. . . . . . . . . . .




lb. bag. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McCAIN
Orange Juice
16 oz. . . . . . . . . . . . .
$019









10kg.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CUTCHER BROKEN
EYE OF ROUND
Steaks ...lb..lb. FRESH BULK
CALIFORNIA
30’8 ....ca.







BBC Chicken. 4^4 01...............
ROYALE MAN SIZE
WASHINGTON FANCY FRESH CHUNKS CREST
89
lbs. .lb.
FRESH BULK GARLIC COIL
. . . . . . lb.
PUSTIC
Garbage Bags














































OPEN TO VIEW 
FRI. SAT. SUN. - Sidney 
$116,000
Oualily consiruclefl V/? tialh nome wi!n 
healilalor lifepl,ice, 3 bedtooms nn ni.iin, 2 
linished rooms in lull dasement, Quiet slreei 
close lo shopping, schools, paik. beach, bus 




} ACRE LOT Sherringham Estate, All 
services in. heovily treed. 529,900. 
652-1210 evenings only. 3744-34 
EXCELLENtIy COrTsTRiJcT~ED
WATERFRONT CONDOMINIUMS 
which ore excellent retirement 
properties on sunny Shuswop Lakes ■ 
North Shore. Maintenance free. ' 
private development, will trode for 
your property. Phone 112-955-6212. 
n a -3 4
MOBILE HOME PARK: 1.000 foot on 
highway 97, near Clinton and Hat 
Creek Coal Development, 10 acre 
park, executive home, equipment, 
possible strata title to gross over 
$500,000.00. Forces sale by owner, 





Lovely 3 bedroom home, easy 
walk to ocean, park, store and 
bus stop.
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
*109,000
656-0159 - 384-8075, No. 
1513
(3679-36)
REQUIRES A RELIABLE 
FULL TIME PERSON FOR 
DELIVERY AND 
WAREHOUSE WORK. 
CONTACT FRED WAITE, 




SAWMILLS fws a position available 
for an EXPERIENCED SAWMILL 
MILLWRIGHT. Please forward resume 
of experience and qualifications to 
Personnel Supervisor, Downie Street 
Sawmills, Box 1300, Revolstoke. B.C. 
VOE 2S0. Phono 112-B37-5175. no-34
TRAINING NOW AVAILaTbIe FOR
SCULPTURED FINGERNAILS. Earn 
extro income at homo or In o salon. 
Night course avoiioble. Limited 
seating. Phone days 112-463-5025. 
Evenings 112-462-7774. na-34
THE LATCH RESTAURANT requires 
dishwosher evening shifts. This is a 
steady yeor round position. For 
interview pleose contoct fhe chef, 
656-6622.3779-34 
FULL TIME COOK for Country Kitchen 
Restouront, Brentwood Boy. Apply to 
Al Newman, 652-1192 or 479-5062. 
3775-34
WAITRESSES. 2 years experience or 
more. Must be reliable, responsible.
Peter Hennessey for op- 
3766-35
Help Wanted Miscellaneous Lost & Business Coming
ISLAND FURNITURE
4t Vans; ■ For Sale Found Opportianitles;: Events
75 PINTO, 60,000 miles, $1,300. 
after 5 p.m. 656-5032.
call
34
73 MAZDA MODEL 808 Station 
Wagon. Ail radial tires, snow tires, 
radio and trailer hitch. Call John. 656- 
4167. 34
19^7oTkSWAGEN RABBITT. 4 door.
Excellent shape, 656-5464. 3781-34
1964 CADILLAC SEDAN deVille, good 
condition, have to sell $2,750 or 
offers. 652-9994. 34
1976 GREMLIN X. 47.000 mifeT.
S2.400. 656-3951 or 112 629-6372. 
3759-34
1973 FORD PINTO SQUIRE wago"IT.
Good condition, $2,000 obo. 656- 
0343.^765 34
FIVE FIRESTONE 12x 15 "AlITerl^i
tires, $375. 656-7094. 3754-34
Trailers, 
Campers & RVs
SEARS UTILITY TRAILER, weather­
proof top. bll steel, copacity. 1.000 
lbs. 56x44x26. 656-4949. 3756-34
1972 AIRSTREAM31 estate sale. Rear 
bath, double beds, A.C.. awning, 
thermo windows. Used once since 
completely refurbished. Offers to 

















RESPONSIBLE HOUSEKEEPER required 
for light housekeeping duties and 
supervision of 3 well behaved 
children; 11. 12, and 14 Monday - 
Friday, starting September 8. 3 - 5 
p.m. South Sidney area, near 
Experimental Farm/Dean Park. 656- 
2705. 3776-34
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS wanted for 
full-time, beginning of September, 
652-1764. 3755-34
2 YEAR OLD DAUGHTER of teaching 
parents require doy care starting 
September, Preferobly Ardmore 
area. 656-2792 mornings. 3746-34 
BABYSITTER REQUIRED for working 
mother with 6 year old girl. Dean 
Park estates. If interested please call 
during business hours, 656-1131 ask 
forRoselyn.4 3725-35
CUMMINS DIESEL V378F power unit 
120 H.P. 3000 R.P.M. Ideal for 
irrigation or placer pump. Heot 
exchange, cooled, wet exhoust, 
overhauled and warranted 
$6,900.00. Northwest Diesel Phone 
112-298-2515. no-34
HEAVY EQUIPMENT WANTED: 950 
Rubber tired Cot Loader or 
equivalent. 1972 or newer. Phone 
between 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. 112-743- 
2723. Cobble Hill, B.C. na-34
WORLD FAMOUS Salt Spring Island 
Lamb, Cut. wrapped and frozen to 
your specifications, whole or half. 
Information. 656-5316. 3661-35
BENCH GRINDERS. % HP all ball 
bearing motor. 2 grinding wheels, 
6x3 4”. S65; 3/4 HP. 8x1" wheels, 
$100: both units brand new, never 
used and include eye shields and tool 
rests. 384-4766. 3628-34
CEILNG FAN, decorative type, 52' 
wood blade, bross colour with light 
fixture, rheostat speed control. 
Upwards downwards airflov/. New, 
never used, cost $275, selling, $160. 
384-4766. 3627-3.1
SPEcTMrCAPEZIOS: Ballot Slippers,
$9,99; lap shoos, $18.95, Mail order 
calaloguo available. S.S.T, Ice & 
Dance. 22336 Lougheod Highwoy, 
Maple Ridgo. B.C. V2X 2T6 or phono 
112-467-6133. na-34
ATTENTION HORSEMEN - wrought- 
iron house sign, horse design. White 
western hat and foncy parade shirt. 
Lady s tailored riding suit. 384-9871. 
3752-34
ELECTROHOME ^OM^IIN ATIO N
AM FM radio-phonogroph in ot- 
tractive desk-style cabinet. $95. 656- 
3020.^3751-34
COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT suited for 
deli or fish store. 2 high qualify 
refrigerated display cases: 40 cu. ft. 
cooler: 30 lb. scale; 20 porcelain 
display pans. 384-31 17. 3749-34
36" THULMAN MAJESTIC fireplace 
with 10' of thermo-siphon chimney 
flue and roof section. Ail in-good 
condition, S200. 656-6628. 34
FAMILY PET LOST. Large male block 
and white cat wearing collar, an­
swers to Rimbo from 1375 McTavish 
Road. Reward. 656-0229 or 656-2037 
after 3 p.rn. ' 3760-34
Ham® Services
MEmmi.
3 Room groups, bachelor suites, ipdividun! 




BUSINESSES": "Gambler's Digest", 
worlds greatest gambling book. For 
free information and fo order, 
contact J. Harvey, 501, 22330
McIntosh Avenue, Haney. B.C. V2X 
3C1. na-34
CENTURY 21 PANORAMA REALTY 
COMPANY. Smithers is proud to 
offer TUBBY’S". A fast food outlet in 
a prime locotin and showing ex­




VICTORIA SOCIETY OF ARTIST
exhibition of framed paintings in oils, 
acrylics, water colours and pastels, 
Hillside Mall, Sept. 14 to 19th. in­
clusive during shopping hours. 37
BOWLING. Lodies daytime league 
starling Tuesday. Septc-mber 8. 
Morning and ofternoon league. Join 
the fun, call Pom, 656-4980 or JOy, 
656-3845. 34
AUCTION SALeT August 26, 1-981 To
a rn. East Summit Lake Rood. 
Houston, B.C. Farm machinery, small 
♦Migines- Kerr's Auctions, Telkwa. 
B.C, PHono 1 12-846-5392, 00-34






1200 SQ. FT. storage or light ,in­
dustrial space, Sidney. 12 ft. 
overheod ‘and separate entry.
: Available Aug. 22, $500 monthly plus 
: share hydro. 656-3110 after 8 p.m. > 
3602-34
2^3 BEDROOM HOUSE, close to
Beacon Ave. Available Septerriber 1 
6r October ! ■:656-l 335. ; 3780-34~
• ONE BEDROOM 'self contained
WANTED GRADE 
RADIOLOGICAL 






basement suite in quiet home. PreferYoull Tind the best for ^„,,,Vperson. No pets, no children. 
- retirement living: when you 656-6956 alter 6 p.m. 3777-34 
i view this most attractive, church property, for rent in 
, : cottage-like modular home,
■ in a delightful setting of this 
/; very special • community/
For your enjoyment there is 
the swimming and Jacuzzi 
p; pools, games, party, hobby 
and library rooms in the 
: recreation complex.
'> Vendors will consider any
RESPONSIBLE MATURE FEMALE would 
like fo rent your apartment or home 
when you 'go south this winter. 
Reasonable rent. 656-1947 or 656- 
' 3711-34








/ REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE
ONLY3 BLOCKS 
; FROM SHOPPING 
I 3 bedroom, no step 
' bungalow. Large living and 
dining room. Family kil- 
- chen with laundry space.





Fully serviced, level 
ImlldlnR lot In area of new 





Terrific vnlucTor approx. 
2000 sq. ft. with 4 U.R. 3 
bathrooms, family room 
with fireplace und large 
living uiul dining rooms. 
Low maintenance exterior 
1: and dose to school. A true 
S bargain nt only $112,000.
' IMLS. '
EDWARD 
386-2119I* F’or any of your Real 
flltnte needs give the 
ifefesslonnls ncall: 
/fllelDrofil 656-2427 
‘Tiy Prtiden 656-0365 
656*6958
Tk|WaU 656-1833





WORKING WOMAN, young child, 
would like 1-2 '.bedroom, proler 
busoment suite in Sldney-Brentwood 
area. Will help around garden, etc., 
in exchange lor reduced rent. 
Reloronces. Please reply Box "R", 
c/o Sidney Review, P.O, Box 2070, 
Sidney, 34
SLEEPING ROOM for somi-rollred 
professional gardener by mid- 
Soptombor, nooi bus lino. 656-2227 
evenings. , 3740-34
URGENT ■ working niolhor, 2 loons, 
need 3 bedroom accommodation in 
Soonlch Peninsula. Hopeful lor hobby 
form, but not priority. 656-9437,3757- 
34_______ _
3-4 bedroom” house in TiTili
Soonlch oroo required by 3 
responsible working prolossionol 
odulls, Will golden ond maintain, 
hove roloroncos. Days, 656 0127, Sue 




QUIET ADULT lo shore largo country 
homo^656 6345, 3739-34
board" ’ A”N0”ToDGTNc’Tr7~quTl
homo, lor non-smoking working 
person, 656 0349 olH.r fl p.m, $275 
p ot. 3743 34
Administrator, Box 1260, Golden 
Hospital, Golden, B.C. Coll collect 
112-344-5271; ; ; no-34
QUALIFIED SERVICEMAN. Must hove 
refrigeration, commercial rood oir- 
conditiofier experience.: top wages. 
Send resume to Box P, Cariboo 
Ob'server , r02'-246 - 'St, Laurent 
Avenue, Quesnel, B.C. V2J 2C9. no-
34' ' , '■ ':
GRAND FORKS BORDER BRUINS 
: members of 12 teem Kootenay 
Internotionol Hockey League 
require: COACH, level 3 or 
achieving: manager; ployers, age 16- 
20 years, room and board, Schooling, 
employment , opporlunilios. Contact 
Mrs. Rosmusson, 1 12-442-8288 or 
112-442-2431; Davis 112-447-6139; 
Kohimon 1 12-442-2521 or 112-442- 
2883; or write Box 1433, Grand 
Forks, B.C. VOH I HO. na-34
CARETAKER; Private agricultural 
island Sunshine Coast. Very close to 
shops. Prefer older couple, good 
health, non-drinkers, mechanical 
ond ogrlcullurol skills. Good solory, 
modern home and boot. Coll 
evenings 112-926-9749. na-35
ETPERliNCED ADVERlmNO SALES
PERSON rquirod by growing Lower 
Moinlond community newspaper. 
Good salary, bonolits lor 
salesperson seeking o challenge. 
Phone the publlshor ol 112-574-4191 
lor inlorviow, na-34
AVON





8' LIVINGSTON fibreglass boot, 
unused, S550. 656-6937. 3750-34 -
WOODEN SABOT dinghy. S150. 656- 




KAR-PAK carfop carrier. Aluminum 
folding frame, heavy canvas cover, 
Condition good, $25. 652-1429. 3734- 
34
LIKE NEW, Kenmore 4 cycle washer, 
S375; Kenmore dryer to go with it, 
Free of charge. Phone mornings or 
evenings, 656-1689 or 656-2491.3736- 
34 - . 
USED LUMBER for sale, 2x0's in 10, 
12; and 14 ft. lengths. 656-2613. 3738- 
34 ■^




burner and pipes. 
$80. 656-2649.
PRESSURE CREOSOTED pilings, 
approx. 80 lineal feet. 112-537-2049 
.r. 2. Rourke Rd.. Ganges,R.
B.C. 3730-34
jx. Repairs on all makes, 
boards, slenidflvBS.
P -BMW MARINE -MARINER OUT- 
jj: BOARDS -MICHIGAN,: WHEEL 
xj -FEDERAL PROPELLEHS, -GREGOR: 
5 ALUM, boat's -CREW & CHRIS 
P CRAFT -RUTTERS CLINKER BOATS
U . - 7
Hutch f^arine 
Shop Ltd.




Mercury & Mercruiser 
Dealer in Sidney




9.8 Elec, Start, Lontj Shaft. 
Reg, $1562. SALE ‘1324.




IIARRLL HOLDINGS LTD. Mohilo 
hirnton lorotutl in intiki, on pnilti. 
LiMings (ind Srilm Wn wiiliomo oil 
iiiiqiririitti, llvlingit wunloii. Wlioitl 
fiilnto, I'lionii collncl, lowiir 
Muinlttinl Uivitiion U1646U)()lh 
Aviimiii, Suriity, ll.C. VOI IM9. 112- 
,')H!i’,16'22, Ktimlcni|H IJIvInnin 90 IIII) 
!inymiiur Sliorit, Kttmli;io|H, |l,C- V2C 
Wi. U2.:i72-5/ll Ihu WIuibI ttOqlti 
Cuqiiltr (0,1.6747. ___ ^ _ NAjll
UHANti NEW 14x60 2 iiiidrcium muit 
hit innvtni. $29,500, I’ckIh (tvollobln. 
I'llunii irr 588 8018 Of n2'5ll5 tm.
p.'Mbl.......... ................ .........no-ru
1 iPADsi 1 Now etvnllnhlu In Stirruy • 
WliHo Rock niun, und Ihioughraul 
Lowiii MuinlorvJ, phonu II2-5HU tIHIH 
or ny-5H5-7l73. (D,5246). m.i14
TIRED OF GARDENING? Phono 652- 
3310 ollor 5 p.m. lor on osilmolu on 
Innrhcnplnq. qarditn cloonupi or 
yottrly mninlitnnncn, 3559-35
51155, 3631-34
nUDDAGE, GAIUlAdl; HAULED. H.irm 
muni iti'W rlu.tn'iip inlw I’linnn i".ri2..U1;'t5
3/ i|
A few short shat! 




i .n Inly I’l'ililii'tl Mt‘t n;ii
BROWN SUZUKI 4x4 pickup UBl 
Model, CB, tope deck, low mileage; 
7'/, cu. ft. freezer; ironing board, 
blender. Best offers. 652-4376. 3746-
34'\ ■’ . . ' , ' ■
A.M. COMP SET 3510 with 504, 2V. 
yeors old with,6 type discs plus 5404 
Keyboard less than I '/i, years old. 
Will not sell .separately. Offers to 
$24,000.00. Coll Driftwood Publishing 
Ltd. 112-537-2211, Ganges, B.C. NA-
34';' . ■
1976 HONDA 64,000 kilometers, 
S2,7p0. 1974, PINTO Wagon. 92,000 
miles, one owtier. outomotic, stereo, 
ajr, deluxe interior, $1,400. John 
Deere tractor 3 cylinder, gas, Lin-, 
dermon engine, P.T.O. S900. PHone 
112-494-8874. ' no-34
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORSI 
Guoionleod lowest: prices, Wolkoi 
Door Ltd. Vancouver 112-266-1101, 
NOrIh Vancouver 1 12-985-9714. Rich- 
mottd, 112-273-7030, Kamloops, 112- 
374-3566. Nanaimo opens Mid- 
Soplembor. no-ll
iFyOU ENj'oTcARDiTNGTdo'il year 
routid, usitig on aluminum and gloss 
groenhousel Write lor (roe brochure 
lo; B.C. Greenhouse Builders, 7425 
Hodloy Avenue, Burnaby. B.C. V5E 
2RI, Moil ordurs now avoiioble, na-34 
DONOVAN LOG Ti^OmTeT; LOO
HOMES AND CABINS, complete 
design service, lor brochure write. 
Box 777, too Milo House, B.C. VOK 
2E0, Phono 112-395-2B67, 112-39,5- 
3811,01 112-397-2735. no-34
GARAGE SALE, SIDNEY, Multi lomlly 
August 29 nnd 30 , 2048 Molvlllu Di, 
10 ■ 4 p.m. Some housohald (ui- 
niiiMo, iiuscollonuous, 2 Hummiil 
liqufinos, ;i4
SATURDAY AND SUNDAYrA,TgT5l'29 
nnd noth II n,m. ■ 3 p m ol 9870- 
/Ih 51, Sidnuy, I hUx;k noith oil 
llupfon, 3771,,14
VISA






Again available for Skiney 
and ciiriouriding district. 
Good workmanship at 
roasonablo (irlcefi,
Also oxcnilent crows 





FOOlt STOKE CASHIERS, uxfiui Hint nil 
or wo will lioln. Pluoitu leply with 
rmurne, ktiloiy «x(twrtu(( nnd.phouu 
numbof lo Box N , Thti Sidtniy 
Hovluw 9H25 :lnl SI Slrlnuy VBI nA6
........ ;____3667 34
EXPlRiENaD" St'cKEi ARv"' iir'quiiuil 
by Sliintiy qt«:i.)im1ino Him. Pur- 
mniituil (uwllinp, Suiul i iwumu In Box 
■'CV', CO tho SIdnuy Ruviow, Box 
2U/U, .SiilPoy. VIU 3S5, J6IJ,'34
WAITER/WAITRtSS nttudoil let busy 
ppulniiila RpiinufonI, ll;30 o.iii. • 
3;a0p.m. PltPi'P 652 9831, lOrt.itti • I
MOSTPHASES 
OF GARDENING









HANDYMAN 0000 ui pipnlin'tibriki 
ouUltltst wlPtlow ltom»» by Sep- 









low prltii loctory Ktilviigo glotil, Cut 
lo sljo. '24 Ol, 75r sq, Il ; 32 oi SI .25, 
316 $1,50: plolti, $1,75. Bronio
lint, 24 o>. SI DO: 3 16 $2,00, Woiks 
Ol 9750 ■ 4lli St, SIdnuy, Opnn Moq, - 
I'll, I2;30 - 4 p.m,, Snlurdoy fl o.m > 
12 noon, Closod Wodntuduy, 656'
tf
FIHEWOobs' njl'“lu ' o'rdui " Cudtii ' 
ixisis land iniU. Suluti liuu lolling 
(.5(i4','rj. ,3251111
YOUNG GIRL'S 3 igiuud biku 2 yuni ti
old SnO Huovui spin dl yur, $80, 656 
2(lji;, 32HI 34
SOLID MAPlt'oED piui liiuirqi'oiily 
box s|iiing nnd moiitus*. Usud nnly 
lot (piusl room, $395, 656 4838 :1261 
3 4
FlVl PCE. wolnul kilrloiii sol piru
londillnp, $150, ropsolu roloi IVsul, 
$150, Muinbri 1,5 nm|i. 2 iiuh ilisr. 
ipindii' in now ti'Vl S,').K), soil $150, 
656 7()n.|, . 3264 3,1
fOlDING niKtS. 2 COAs. $H»l urn h 
Inlbnl I,•■I, 4 155 r.i 'W(l 5|'23 34
INSTIAI) oV nOWERS.'bnvtVtri b
diilivPi 0 (('ilrulnl bnguul fd holium 
bollponv. rpr ony oi.toslon. 1rudy'» 
liiiiiiiuii UiMinmn, (O).' 'ftHi'i, ,12/0 34 
CUHIGAN MARK 7 nut'smrttii woltit 
londoiuiiui u'.ud '2 yunty uxrellurtl 
working oidoi $350, lody'i, CCM ■ 5 
kpuud, 1'2!» buy s Apolln 1(1 spuud 
hghH. nml 101 nop U’O. boy I( Wibl 
liguiu sknioii iij«l,S6(l boy x lloum 
(unipi Sopiemu xkiiim luji) )',l okwf 
Iwrm $80 tinid iibud, $40 656 3(),'19 ' 










E.’ifiy Apples Ho! House lonirtraes, Honginq 
Bdske’s. House PLints Open Gaily. 9 a m -5
p ni
304 Walton Place, 
off Oldfield Rd,
658-5888
PENINSULA FIGURE SKATING CLUB 
rogiitfatiofi will be hold Saturday. 
Soplombur 1'^, 10 a.m, - 2 p.m,
Ponorattia loisufu Cofitru, Advofico 
foqistiotion forms al Paaoiafno 
loisuie Contro. 36
EDWARDS/SAMUEL: Mr. H. Edwards, 
Allbay Rd. Sidney, B.C.. is pleased 
to annoufKo ihe marriage of tiis 
daughter, Mary Lynne to Mr. Poul 
SortTuei son of Mr, and-Mrs. O. 
Sornuel, Ottawa, Ontorio, in Grande 
Pfoine Alberto, on August 9, 1981. 
3^53-34
SIDNEY PRESCHOOlT^rTffeTi^^a
quolity play program for your 3-4 
year old. Register now tor September 
81. info, Calt656-7654 or 656 5133. 34 
CENTRAL SAANICH~BOYS' & GIRLi'
CLUB invites interested persons to a 
meeting to discuss formation of a 
Youth Group in that areo. Interested 
teens are asked to meet at the Club, 
7856 East Saanich Rd. Wednesday 
Sept. 2 at 7:30 p.m. Coll Marion, 383- 
11 01. for i nto. 34
BLUE WATER CRUISING ^SOC.
meetings will commence Wed- 
nesdoy, September 9 at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Sidney. 7:30 p.m. All 
persons who have done offshore 
sailing, plan on going in the future or 
fust dreom of going are welcome to 
attend. Call Muriel. 656-2723 for 
information. 35
VOLUNTEERS are needed to help in 
the Central Saanich Boys and Girls, 
Club's Fall programs. For further 
infromation call Marion. 383-1101. 36
SENIORS (60 or more) Nev/ to Sidtiey? 
Don't know anyone? The Silver 
Ihfoods Centre offers classes, oc- 
tivities and a warm welcome, Drop in 
to 10030 Resthoven or call us at 656- 
5537. : If
Engagements
POLSEN/BEAN - Mr. ond Mrs, 
Ihomas Poison are happy to an­
nounce the fortlTcoming itiarriogo of 
lln^ir oldest daughter, Trina Rose to 
Gordon Albert Bean, only son of Mr. 
and Mrs, Albeit Bean, Wedding to 
foko place September 5th. 1981 ot St. 
Slophons Church, Rev. Oldfield 
of liciating. 3680-33
Education
WORD PROCESSING training 
available. A valuable job skill in 
todoy's market. L.M. Warren Inc. 
9865 West Saanich Rd. 656-5255. 
Open 8:30-4:30 p.m. 3733-34
Oliifyaries
MCGUIGAN, nee Blyth. Doris 
Margaret of Sidney, formerly 
Winnipeg passed away August 18. 
1981 aged 65 years. Pre-deceased by 
her son Dave, survived by her loving 
husband, Jim, nephews and nieces, 
memorial service was held Frtdoy 
August 21 ot First, Memorial, Vic- 
loria. Airangements through the 
Memorial Society of B.C. and 1st 
Memorial Services. 34
Get out 




in 'ty-v«'Tv*nt to> LWion*
1981 AWARD WINNING tulip bulbs, 
for sale now. Organic grown, hand 
picked and sorted. Guaranteed 
bloom or money refunded. Bakers 
dozen. 656-4929. 34
.Personals:
ARE YOU INTERESTED in a nutritional 
diet and exerc.ise progrom? Do you 
wish to lose weight, tone up and 
generally improve your health and 
well being? Tentotive starting date 
September lO/SK 656-5361 or 656- 
3772.  3681-34
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE, 
(formerly Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association). Services for 
tho family, individual, marriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 9013- 
Fifth Street, Sidney. , tf
LINES & WRINKLES-
c.?-:
'VI T'.tvH hf'T'S .iiiit ivnnkifis ni
■you b'k'COCREMA';ii / iMv's .1111.1 
tc'iiiiia: COUREMA piooui.t'., H,ivti 
tivi' iiii'iu-<;!!;'iil. LanjiHi vvtm.
UMtll tOi Mbitiy v'Ml.S .1 Si-i;''
uinr'.lufi.'w 'COCREMA [iro/Un'ts
.iv.i i.ttiif: -1' SidiiDv PhiKiiiiicy
Hi iH’hllUl 
;f; till: (lit 





lo and from St. Matgcirots School 
daily, from Sidney NOtih Saanich, 
Will •ihcire driving onrf or (osts. 656- 
4337, ■ 3773-34
Births
JOHNSON. Coliri ond Rliundo nio 
I'UiulI Iu oMduuiKi* im.‘ 1,1(1 ivnl of 
Amando Eli;nhnfh a bnoutilul 7 Ih 
12 07. doughl»>r IxYtn August 11, 
1981 Cmlolul Ihonks io Dii. Mor- 
shall Ond Oo<nf|»M and ihe wimdtnTuI 
OH anil Mnturnitv staff at Saanich 
f'uninsula Hospital 3/6H T4
TO GO TONIGHT?
® ■
Then you don’’! subscribe lo
THE REVIEW
H you (bd, you would knosv all the 
exeiling ihiu^s hu|)penin^ tonight. 
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Moimties nab guns
It looked pretty, 
exciting when a half 
dozen mounties, 
landed from the 
Sidney RCMP boat at 
Montague Harbor on 
Galiano Island and 
returned later with 
“prisoners and ar­
mloads of guns.”
In fact the police 
were responding to a 
complaint of firearms 
being discharged 
during the night on 





men were arrested at 
Swartz Bay at 1:50 
a.m. on Saturday 
when a police patrol 
interrupted them 
siphoning gas from a 
vehicle. They have 
been charged with 
attempted theft.
Post offices on 
the Saanich Peninsula 
will be closed on 
Labor Day, Sept. 7, 
and there will be no 
mail deliveries. A 
special delivery service 
will be maintained 
where provided.
the northern end of 
the island.
Following a 
discussion, about a 
dozen rifles and 
shotguns were 
rounded up, and a 
couple of men ac­
companied police 
back to the detach­
ment office at Ganges 
on Saltspring Island. 
They were later 
released.
A Ganges police 
spokesman said a 
variety of possible 
charges were being 
considered, and there 
would be people 
charged. Those in­
volved are from 
V a n c o u v e r, not 
residents of the 
reserve.
If your car's 
out of shape 
you get rid of it, 
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Classes Begin Sept. 16 
H&R Block will teach you to 
prepare Income Tax re­
turns, in a special 13-1/2 
week tuition course.
• Courses cover current 
tax laws
• Enrolment open to all 
ages
• No previous training or 
experience required
® Full or part time employ­
ment with us available 
to qualified graduates 
For details and class 




656-2411 SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3C7 




Call our cinssiliod cloparlrnont lo sorul your ;ul to all 74 pnpois in tpo 
B C S Yukon Comrnunily Nowf.papor Aiisociallcin
25 WOf<DS$99
THEREVIEW Ph. 656-1151 RC.Y.C
the family daysailer
15





•86 sq. ft. of 
sail area. 
•Floatation Cells 


































9807 - 5th STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C.
AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows - Floors - Carpets 

























iMci only way frj pltiRo, your 
cilnutjifiriii ml in 74 nriwsipiir.iwa 
ll'iouahoul no 4 Ihri Yukon, 









































2068 Henry Avo. 
Sidney, B.C.
Mon. - FrI. 7-5 p.m.
Sat. 7-3 p.m.
.\V„-
"From Kstimate to 
Installation - 
rhree Weeks!”
7177 W. SAANICH RD.
652-9525
Dressmaking
THE UPPER MALL, 
TOWN SQUARE 




For your electrical construction, addi 
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Ruwltint). electric heallrtg re- 
palm, appliance connections,
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Trucking, Excavating and 
Backhoe vyork.
556 Downey Rond 


















ptri(Mi,tlion l iuiil nnd lo.idw
056-6573
Backhoo Work, Trucking
HACK FILIINCI • LO APING 
.$(;m 1C TANKS 
fTLTth OLDS 
fifiWCH STOnM DRAINS 
WATLR IJNt-B



















‘Lawns, feed or sod 
‘Cement work 
‘Fencing





Rt'siiii'iUial. CoiniiK’rt'iid iind 
Golf Goinsi’ (‘criisifiuiioii.








Ki*lHiil<iiHgi‘.\h;msi sysivins. rnr ple­








Factory Aulhorizod Servl-Canire 
EVINRUDE S JOHNSON OUTBOARDS 
MERCRUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
STERNDRIVES 
Alto Service lor
HONDA & SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
m^rui/er
Mon, - Sal.
8:00 a nt. • 5;00 p.m.
The Sitka Mast 
& Spar Co.
4|r''V.v_.;idCSZl-



























Service Residential - 
Commercial
or siihill
iir will ilo llu’iii till."
















® 22 yems plumliing 
experience in li.C.
* Specinl rates for 
pensioners 
® New homes 












; ;656-2761 ' ■ :
I New Consltuclion, Renovations, 
I Repair Work
9883 • 7th Street
Licensed Plumbers




!'or uil your rnol'inn needs. 
Sltiikes, Sliin(;les, Tiir 








• ID y«an 
eipmliinoo
•Sorving iiiigiilcli 























Quality Work - Free Estimatos
Finishing Carpentry, Renovations, 





Repairs lo Lawnmoweis, 
Chainsaws. Motorcycles, etc. 
Tunc-Ups
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
J.BL SHEET METAL itD.
' 6485 DLDFIELD RO., R.R. #3
yiCTORIA, B.C.V V8X 3X1
RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL , 
•Heal Pumps‘Air Condilioni.tg
Phone ; JAY BULL 
652-1786 or 388-5464 
(res.) pg.#447i
mm,'"., ur 
^ ‘ 'PROFeS?l6NAC ’ ’
-ORYCLEANING;
8812 4th St,iiiSifiiiiiSiisSif
LL', /''mi ' ' '>
SIDNEY GLASS
Marin*, Auto © Safaty Qiao 





10114 McDonnild fJtrk fid!
Superior
Rcifrigeratlon









. ,10114 McDonald IMrk Rd.











I“urnat;cs, fireplacos, duct 












•QUALITY WORK •REASONABLE RATES 
•SPECIAL O.A.P. REDUCTIONS 
CALL




© WATCH REPAIRS 
© DIAMOND
APPRAISALS




Before 1 get carried away, and start to 
sound off about something else, let’s have 
that recipe for pickles.
Ha/.el’s Curried Zuccini pickles
24 medium zuccini (about 7 lbs.) (the 
yellow ones look prettier, but green are 
good, too), 1/4 cup pickling salt, 3 cups 
white sugar, 3 cups vinegar, 1/3 cup mustard 
seed, 4 teaspoons celery seed, 1 tablespoon 
curry powder.
Cut zuccini in 3-inch sticks, or 1/4-inch 
slices, sprinkle with salt. Add cold water to 
cover. Let stand 3 hours, then dr-nin, and 
rinse with cold water.
In 10 quart Dutch oven (or something of 
similar size) combine sugar, vinegar, 
mustard seed, celery seed, and curry. Bring 
to a boil and add zuccini. Heat through 
(about five minutes) but don’t boil.
Pack zuccini in clean, hot pint jars, and 
pour the liquid over the top, filling jars 
almost full. Adjust lids as per package 
directions, and proce.ss only five minutes, 
starting to count the time when the water 
begins to boil. Serve chilled. Yum!
Something that has been preying on my 
mind the past few days, and is terribly 
important to those of you \vho may be 
growing onions. If they are getting to be any 
.size at all, please stop , watering them. 
Remember smaller onions keep better than 
their larger brethren. When the leaves start 
to turn yellow, bend all onions over as flat as 
you can, and scrap away as' much soil as 
possible without uprooting them.
When these tops turn brown pull the 
. onions, and cut off the tops about one inch
above the bulb. If it is sunny and warm you 
may leave them to dry outside for a week or 
more (turning them every day or so).
This is the crucial time for onions, so for 
Heaven’s sake get them dry enough. The 
outer skin should be loose and easy to peel, 
and the neck shrivelled and brown.
If we should have rain during this critical 
period, then you will have to bring them 
inside to dry. Spread them out on trays 
(newspapers, cardboard boxes, whatever) 
and put them in the warmest place you can 
find, but a place where they will have good 
air circulation underneath as well as on top. 
Turn them every couple of days.
I am the fortunate possessor of an 
overhead clothes rack which, as fall ap­
proaches, .seldom is festooned with drying 
.socks and undies, being pre-empted, for that 
season, to dry onions, squashes, or ripening 
■ tomatoes.
The laundry may suffer, but the larder 
nourishes!
If you are growing grapes, now is the time 
to pour the water lo them . . . also any fruit 
trees and any fruiting vines that haven’t 
already been harvested. In theory you should 
remove about half the bunches of grapes, to 
allow all the energy in the vine to fatten up 
the remaining ones, but, if you are like me, 
this is a hard thing to do. The blasted 
starlings seem to get about half anyway.
If you have a cannon, and a largish piece 
of fish netting, its a good idea to cover the 
vines now, before the starlings have found 
the grapes. (The cannon is to shoot the net 
over the top . . . it’s about the only way to 
cover grapes grown over a 10-foot trellis 
such as we have and the best we can do is a 
pellet gun!)
If you keep a list of “things to grow next 
year’’ let me urge you to add the utterly 
beautiful Salpiglossis. This is a glorious 
flower, blooming in shades of crimson, 
scarlet, yellow, violet, gold, and almost 
brown, and having most wonderful 
markings. Another dandy is Nicotiana, 
which is an annual, but if planted in a 
situation such as ours (under the bedroom 
window, right against the house on the west 
side,) it becomes a perennial.
This plant has an exotic perfume, and has 
flowered this year for months with no care 




















Mrs. Jean Jones, co­
ordinator of volunteer 
services.
Mrs. Gaunt was 
formerly field 
supervisor of the 
homemaker services 
and has been 
associated with the 






Saanich Boys’ and 
Girls’ Club would like 
to invite any in­
terested persons to a 
meeting discussing the 
formation of a youth 
group in that area.
Teens who are 
interested in such a 
group and have ideas 
to contribute are 
asked to meet at the 
club, 7856 East 















9776 - 4th St. Sidney
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